
Catfish angling – an extreme adventure that calls for  
extraordinary equipment. The ‘Black Cat’ collection by 

renowned Stefan Seuß delivers everything you could wish  
for in this hardcore pursuit and has been tested against the 

toughest opponents swimming in Europe’s rivers.
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BC2 BC3

“The benchmark in  
catfish angling for over 10 years.” 
Modern catfish angling is booming and is currently more popular than ever. More and 
more anglers are travelling as far as beyond the borders of Europe to seek out the 
challenge of pitting themselves against one of the largest freshwater predators. For 
years, Zebco Europe has been a strong and reliable partner offering the catfish angler 
innovative new products, tried and tested small accessories and ultra-strong, high-
quality rods and reels.

Stefan Seuß, one of the world‘s most successful and renowned catfish experts, invests 
all of his know-how and experience in the product range, delivering new products and 
methods every year to guarantee targeted catches of large catfish. Stefan is supported 
in his development work by a line-up of the most successful and innovative catfish 
anglers from all over Europe. With their help and the ability to bring together countless 
test verdicts and experiences on a whole variety of water types, he is able to hone 
perfect angling equipment and accessories for every situation until they are ready for 
market launch. Following the principle that ‚to stand still is to move backwards‘, Black 
Cat strives to continuously improve, to adapt to new conditions and to create trends in 
order to meet the demanding requirements of the European catfish scene.

Catfish are now found in all types of water, with large specimens lurking even in 
the smallest rivers and ponds. Black Cat offers tried and tested equipment for all 
approaches and angling methods so that targeted catches do not have to be left to 
chance. We are also continuously exploring innovations and enhancements of various 
angling equipment in order to guarantee catches of cautious catfish on heavily fished 
waters in future. Success on the water is no coincidence. We spend thousands of hours 
a year testing equipment to create a healthy mix of practicality and quality standards 
and all at a fair price-performance ratio.

Many of the trends we developed have laid the foundations for modern catfish angling 
and are copied relentlessly by other manufacturers. However, the differences between 
catching and drawing a blank lie in the detail. 

Besides having the optimal equipment, our video blogs and catfish workshops with 
end customers at the water’s edge make successful catfish angling a cert. We put our 
heart and soul into developing the equipment of tomorrow and Stefan Seuß and his 
team anglers invest every spare moment on the water, setting standards in catching 
record fish. Black Cat equipment has accounted for more than 50 catfish over the 100 
kg mark in recent years, a benchmark unrivalled by any other tackle manufacturer.

Countless satisfied customers have been instrumental in these achievements. We 
would like to thank you sincerely for putting such great faith in Black Cat angling 
equipment.  

Black Cat – The Best Way to Catch

Black Cat – 

The Best Way 

to Catch

REELS
Black Cat Extreme FD BC 4
Battle Cat Spin FD  BC 5
Black Cat Shadow Spin FD  BC 6
Passion Pro FD  BC 7
Black Cat Long Ranger  BC 8
Black Cat Buster BC 9
Battle Cat Vertical BC 10
Black Cat Buster LH BC 11

RODS
The Cat Limited Edition BC 12-13
Cat Buster Multistyle BC 12-13
Cat Buster Vertical BC 12-13
Cat Buster Spin BC 14-15
Cat Buster Godzilla BC 14-15
Cat Buster BC 14-15
Black Passion BC 16-17
Black Passion Long Ranger BC 16-17
Black Passion Spin BC 16-17
Black Passion Vertical BC 16-17
Freestyle BC 18-19
Freestyle Boat BC 18-19
Wild Cat‘z Beast BC 20-21
Wild Cat‘z Spin BC 20-21
Wild Cat‘z BC 20-21
Wild Cat‘z Vertical BC 20-21
Fireball BC 22-23
Vertical BC 22-23
Spin Stick BC 22-23
Solid Fun BC 22-23
Battle Cat Boat BC 24-25
Battle Cat Inline BC 24-25
Battle Cat Spin BC 24-25
Battle Cat Fun BC 24-25
Silu Spin  BC 26-27
Silu Cast  BC 26-27
Cat Light Spin  BC 26-27
Silu Vertical  BC 26-27
Bait Maker Feeder  BC 28-29
Passion Pro DX  BC 28-29
Passion Pro DX Long Range  BC 28-29
Passion Pro DX Boat   BC 28-29
Passion Pro DX Boat Spin BC 30-31
Passion Pro DX Spin BC 30-31
Passion Pro DX Vertical BC 30-31
Passion Pro DX Mix BC 30-31

ACCESSORIES 
Line BC 32-34
Hooks BC 35-38
Rigs BC 39
Swivel BC 40-41
Accessories BC 42-43
Bite indicator  BC 44
Predator floats BC 45-48
Accessories BC 49-51
Catfish accessories BC 52-53
Rigs BC 54-58
Spinner BC 59
Soft Lures BC 60-61
Teaser BC 61-62
Clonks BC 63
Bags, Luggage & Accessories BC 64-69
Keep nets & Accessories BC 70-71
Tackle Keeper & Tent  BC 72-73
Clothing & Accessories BC 74-79
Promotional items BC 80
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BC4 BC5

EXTREME FD
The workhorse for catfish anglers. If you want to mix it with giant fish, you 
are going to need extreme equipment. The Black Cat Extreme offers a huge 
line capacity, an indestructible stainless steel axle and a power handle for 
optimal power transfer combined with an ultra-strong drag. As a catfish 
angler, this reel will equip you for every situation, whether you want to pres-
ent your bait over 300 metres away when fishing long-range or even directly 
among obstacles for "no holds barred" angling. A fighting machine for every 
application. In contrast with the size #95 version, the new model (size #105) 
with its simply incredible line capacity has a manual bail arm.

STANDARD TECHNICAL FEATURES:

 · Rotor produced in aluminium to be completely distortion-free
 · Aluminium body and sidecovers
 · Oversized multi-stack drag system
 · Oversized handle knob for optimal power
 · Titanium-nitride-coated line roller with anti-twist system
 · Robust bronze and stainless steel gears
 · Aluminium spool
 · S-curve line distribution
 · Multistop anti-reverse clutch

Code Model m / mm Gear Ratio Retrieve BB Drag F. Weight RRP £
0273 095 495 540 / 0,45 4.4:1 108 cm 4 27,2 kg / 60 lbs 1100 g 225.00
0273 105 4105 700 / 0,45 4,4:1 110 cm 4 27,2 kg / 60 lbs 1135 g 229.00

BATTLE CAT SPIN FD
Specialist angling with artificial lures for catfish is now highly popular. For the 
active angler, Black Cat has introduced a spinning reel that leaves nothing to 
be desired. Two sizes cover a range of applications, such as long-cast angling 
with heavy lures over long distances, fishing at mid-range for bank wander-
ers, short-range fishing for boat anglers who want to present their bait close 
to hot spots from a moving boat or jigging close to the bottom with heavy 
weights for vertical angling fans. The reel is built to last forever and is special-
ly equipped for use with braided lines. The axle, gears and bail are as good 
as indestructible. The heat-dissipating drag system will give even the biggest 
catfish a good fight.

STANDARD TECHNICAL FEATURES:

 · Rotor produced in aluminium to be completely distortion-free
 · Housing produced in aluminium to be completely distortion-free
 · Oversized multi-stack Offshore drag system
 · CNC stainless steel handle
 · Titanium-nitride-coated line roller
 · Exclusive TiMag™ system: Maintenance-free magnetic bail arm folding 
system
 · Gears made from a super-hard stainless steel alloy
 · Aluminium Long Stroke™ spool
 · S-curve line distribution
 · Foot Forward™ reel foot for better rod balance

Code Model m / mm Gear Ratio Retrieve BB Drag F. Weight RRP £
0350 050 750 200 / 0,24 5,3:1 91 cm 7 12,7 kg / 28 lbs 400 g 168.95
0350 060 760 275 / 0,25 4,9:1 94 cm 7 13,6 kg / 30 lbs 680 g 176.95

Front Drag Spinning
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BC6 BC7

SHADOW SPIN FD
Specialist angling with artificial lures for catfish is now highly popular. For the 
active angler, Black Cat has introduced a spinning reel that leaves nothing to 
be desired. Four sizes cover a range of applications, such as long-cast angling 
with heavy lures over long distances, fishing at mid-range for bank wander-
ers, short-range fishing for boat anglers who want to present their bait close 
to hot spots from a moving boat or jigging close to the bottom with heavy 
weights for vertical angling fans. The reel is built to last forever and is special-
ly equipped for use with braided lines. The axle, gears and bail are as good 
as indestructible. The heat-dissipating drag system will give even the biggest 
catfish a good fight.

STANDARD TECHNICAL FEATURES:

 · Ultra-strong aluminium housing, sideplates and rotor
 · Finely adjustable, protected Magnum CSC™ front drag system (carbon 
drag discs)
 · Oversized handle knob for optimal power
 · MegaShieldTM multi-layer coating

Code Model m / mm Gear Ratio Retrieve BB Drag F. Weight RRP £
0274 040 840 210 / 0,30 5.2:1 80 cm 8 10,4 kg / 23 lbs 382 g 139.00
0274 060 860 220 / 0,40 4.9:1 85 cm 8 13,6 kg / 30 lbs 617 g 149.00
0274 080 880 270 / 0,45 4.9:1 95 cm 8 18,1 kg / 40 lbs 697 g 149.00

PASSION PRO FD
For newcomers to catfish sport and young anglers in particular, Black Cat 
offers a reel that stands up to the harsh requirements of catfish angling in 
every department. The high line capacity combined with twist-free axle and 
power handle make the Black Cat Passion reel a perfect partner to the catfish 
rod.

STANDARD TECHNICAL FEATURES:

 · Balanced rotor, producing silky smooth action
 · Robust nylon housing
 · Oversized multi-stack drag system
 · Die-cast aluminium handle
 · Large line guide
 · Thick bail arm for optimal balance
 · Robust power gears
 · Two-speed oscillation system
 · Continuous anti-reverse

Code Model m / mm Gear Ratio Retrieve BB Drag F. Weight RRP £
0345 040 640 230 / 0,22 5,2:1 76 cm 6 6,5 kg / 14 lbs 320 g 71.95
0345 060 660 300 / 0,26 4,8:1 83 cm 6 12,0 kg / 26 lbs 550 g 82.95
0345 080 680 400 / 0,30 4,8:1 94 cm 6 15,0 kg / 33 lbs 690 g 91.95
0345 100 6100 330 / 0,45 4,9:1 100 cm 6 15 kg / 33 lbs 700 g 105.00

Front Drag Spinning
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BC8 BC9

LONG RANGER
The ultimate weapon for wels anglers. Multiplier reels play an important 
role in modern wels angling. Enormous line capacity, ultra-strong gears and 
punching out bait over very long distances are just a few factors in favour 
of multipliers. Other important criteria include simple feeding out of the rig 
through automatic braking of released line via the finely adjustable drag 
system. The Black Cat Long Ranger has an enormous line retrieval of 127 cm 
with a full spool as well as 7 ball bearings. We have deliberately omitted a 
line guide and T-bar to ensure perfect line outflow. Thanks to the relatively 
narrow yet deep spool, the line arranges perfectly when retrieved. Stefan 
Seuß tested the reel for a year and was hugely impressed by the reel's inde-
structible workmanship and the associated range of uses on the water.

STANDARD TECHNICAL FEATURES:

 · Fully machined one-piece aluminium housing
 · MegaDragTM stainless steel and carbon fibre drag system
 · CNC stainless steel handle
 · Super-hard, oversized brass gear components
 · Continuous anti-reverse

Code Model m / mm Gear Ratio Retrieve BB Drag F. Weight RRP £
0608 040 740 325 / 0,50 5,2:1 127 cm 7 30 kg / 66 lbs 896 g 464.90

BUSTER
The introduction of the Black Cat Buster offers catfish anglers a universal 
multiplier reel at an outstanding price-performance ratio. The housing is 
milled entirely from aluminium, providing a low weight of just 780 grams. 
The finely adjustable disc drag allows perfect drag setting during a fight as 
well as controlled line release when presenting your rigs. With a line capacity 
of 350 m/0.5 mm, the Buster perfectly covers all aspects of modern catfish 
angling. The high gear ratio of 6.1:1 and line retrieval of 110 cm also allow 
fish that bite at long distances to be steered quickly and powerfully into clos-
er range. The Buster multiplier features a very loud clicker, which immediately 
alerts the angler to line removal with an unmistakable noise when a large 
catfish bites.

STANDARD TECHNICAL FEATURES:

 · Solid 1-piece aluminium frame
 · MegaDragTM stainless steel and carbon fibre drag system
 · Extra large, secure grip handle knob
 · Powerful gears
 · Rapid line retrieval
 · Performance Tuned Anti-Corrision Bearings
 · MegaShieldTM multi-layer coating

Code Model m / mm Gear Ratio Retrieve BB Drag F. Weight RRP £
0366 030 BCB 30 350 / 0,50 6,1:1 109 cm 6 16 kg / 35 lbs 684 g 236.95

Lever Drag
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BC10 BC11

BATTLE CAT VERTICAL
The workhorse for the active angler. Following huge demand and prolonged 
testing, Stefan Seuß introduces the first left-handed multiplier reel with a perfect 
blend of power and a lightweight design. The Battle Cat Vertical is designed for 
active fishing with fireballs, a catfish clonk and vertical baits, while the perfect 
handling offers the angler fatigue-free fishing. The 15 kg drag strength and line 
capacity of 300 m/0.2 mm provide the perfect conditions for battling the largest 
catfish in our waters.

STANDARD TECHNICAL FEATURES:

 · Robust aluminium body
 · MegaDragTM stainless steel and carbon fibre drag system
 · Extra large, secure grip handle knob
 · Super-hard brass transmission components
 · Rapid line retrieval
 · Continuous anti-reverse
 · MegaShieldTM multi-layer coating

Code Model m / mm Gear Ratio Retrieve BB Drag F. Weight RRP £
0650 010 LH 710 345 / 0,25 7,2:1 102 cm 7 15 kg / 33 lbs 380 g 239.00

BUSTER LH
Multiplier reels have become indispensable in modern catfish angling. Numerous 
advantages in terms of line capacity, controlled line guidance when laying out the 
bait and enormous power transfer during the fight speak for their use. Many cat-
fish anglers prefer to use a left-hand model habitually. By introducing the Buster 
650 LH  to the market, Black Cat offers exactly this kind of tool! The Buster 650 
LH is based on a one-piece aluminium housing and has a net weight of only 750 
grams. Its high gear ratio of 5.2:1 ensures a line retrieval of 110 cm which allows 
for fatigue-free and quick retrieval of the bait, even from long distances. With 
a line capacity of 450 m at a line diameter of 0.5 mm even very distant swims 
can be fished easily. The super-strong, finely adjustable MegaDragTM lever drag 
system delivers an enormous 16 kilos of drag pressure, which forces every con-
ceivable opponent to turn around. The large and ergonomic handle knob enables 
fatigue-free fishing and allows you to handle large opponents safely. We delib-
erately omitted a line guide and a so-called T-bar. This ensures a perfect line run 
and allows the angler to access the spool at all times to further increase the drag 
pressure by hand. Thanks to the relatively narrow yet deep spool, the line arrang-
es perfectly when the bait is retrieved.

STANDARD TECHNICAL FEATURES:

 · Solid 1-piece aluminium frame
 · MegaDragTM stainless steel and carbon fibre drag system
 · Extra large, secure grip handle knob
 · Powerful gears
 · Rapid line retrieval
 · Performance Tuned Anti-Corrision Bearings
 · MegaShieldTM multi-layer coating

Code Model m / mm Gear Ratio Retrieve BB Drag F. Weight RRP £
0369 050 BCB 650 440 / 0,60 5,2:1 101 cm 6 16 kg / 35 lbs 758 g 289.00

Lever Drag
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BC12 BC13

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight RRP £
16459 285 The Cat Limited Edition 2,85 m 2 200 - 400 g 1,45 m 485 g 199.90
16459 300 The Cat Limited Edition 3,00 m 2 200 - 400 g 1,55 m 503 g 224.90

Code Type of Guides Guides Reel Seat
16459 285 Seaguide 8+1 Fuji®
16459 300 Seaguide 9+1 Fuji®

THE CAT LIMITED EDITION
The Cat was specially developed by Stefan Seuß and is a limited edition model. The high-quality, no-frills silver 
and black design with a discreet Dark Camou handle makes the rod timeless, high-quality and inconspicuous. 
The blank has true fighting power and, thanks to the special ring arrangement, is suited to both multiplier 
and fixed-spool reels. The 3 m version has been specially developed for bank anglers who want to cast their 
bait into strong currents on a river or over long distances when buoy fishing on a lake. The Cat is a flagship 
model for modern catfish anglers, leaves nothing to be desired in terms of quality and finishing and, with its 
balanced, parabolic blank guarantees true fighting pleasure with smaller catfish and offers huge power reserves 
for battling with the fish of a lifetime.

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight RRP £
16455 290 Cat Buster Multistyle 2,90 m 2 300 - 600 g 1,50 m 465 g 198.40

Code Type of Guides Guides Reel Seat
16455 290 Fuji® 11 Fuji

CAT BUSTER MULTISTYLE
Special rod for use with multiplier reels whether from the bank or the boat. This rod is designed for die-hard 
angling in conjunction with a multiplier reel and has an optimal test curve during a fight thanks to the high 
number of rings. Even long-range fishing is easily mastered with the Multi Style.

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight RRP £
16457 170 Cat Buster Vertical 1,70 m 1 100 - 200 g 1,74 m 273 g 131.60

Code Type of Guides Guides Reel Seat
16457 170 Fuji® 6 Fuji

CAT BUSTER VERTICAL
The Cat Buster Vertical is the active workhorse in the Buster rod series and comes in an inconspicuous black 
colour. The speed and sensitivity of the power blank is incredible. The rod guarantees fatigue-free raising and 
lowering of even heavy vertical lures, allowing the angler to enjoy perfect bait control at every moment. The 
Buster Vertical can be used with a multiplier or fixed-spool reel.

Catfish
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BC15BC14

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight RRP £
16458 270 Cat Buster Spin 2,70 m 2 50 - 150 g 1,40 m 310 g 165.00

Code Guides Reel Seat
16458 270 9 Fuji

CAT BUSTER SPIN
Active fishing for catfish with soft lures and spoons is very successful and can be done on all waters from the 
shore or boat with little effort. We from the Black Cat Team present the Buster Spin, a universal spinning rod 
for catfish angling. With a length of 270 cm and casting weight of 40-150 g, this rod is excellently suited 
for bank and boat fishing alike. The blank is made of indestructible DF (durafiber) material and despite its 
light weight has unbelievable power during the fight. This means that the Buster Spin combines sensitive bait 
retrieval with a fast blank action during the strike, even at long casting distances. We have attached great 
importance to balanced 8 + 1 Fuji rings with a large butt ring in order to be able to achieve long casting dis-
tances. The TVS Fuji reel holder reliably secures every catfish reel and offers comfortable and balanced rod han-
dling during casting and when fighting large catfish.

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight RRP £
16450 320 Cat Buster Godzilla 3,20 m 2 1000 g 1,67 m 670 g 218.20

Code Type of Guides Guides Reel Seat
16450 320 Fuji® 11 Fuji

CAT BUSTER GODZILLA
The name says it all. You will not find a stronger rod! With a length of 3.2 m and casting weight of 1 kg, the 
Godzilla is the ultimate weapon for defeating boss monsters. When a swim is lined with the kind of obstacles 
that form the habitat of the largest catfish, when there are brutal fights to be won and when the conditions 
require you to fish at distances of more than 300 metres with XXL baits, the Godzilla comes into its own.

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight RRP £
16456 280 Cat Buster 2,80 m 2 300 - 500 g 1,45 m 484 g 191.70
16456 300 Cat Buster 3,00 m 2 300 - 500 g 1,55 m 509 g 198.40

Code Type of Guides Guides Reel Seat
16456 280 Fuji® 9 Fuji
16456 300 Fuji® 8 Fuji

CAT BUSTER
The cult rod among catfish anglers. No other rod has landed more 100 kg catfish than the Buster. The universal 
rod for all applications is based on a fantastic combination of power and a parabolic action. The Big Game 
rings and Fuji reel holder make the Buster a veritable gem and even allow the use of a multiplier reel. With the 
Buster, you are ideally equipped to battle genuinely exceptional specimens on any water worldwide.

Catfish
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BC17BC16

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight RRP £
16490 240 Boat 2,40 m 2 600 g 1,30 m 427 g 67.95
16490 270 Bank 2,70 m 2 600 g 1,40 m 483 g 69.95
16490 300 Bank 3,00 m 2 600 g 1,56 m 570 g 77.95

BLACK PASSION
Black Passion represents uncompromising catfish angling at a favourable price-performance ratio. This series of 
rods is ideal for novices and anglers on a tight budget, who still want to use a reliable catfish rod. The Black 
Passion series impresses with high-quality matt black visuals, strong twist-free reel holders and robust rings 
suited to use with both multiplier and fixed-spool reels. The blanks can easily withstand loads of more than 20 
kg and offer a parabolic action that perfectly absorbs the runs of smaller catfish as well as sufficient power to 
reliably put the brakes on the surges of larger specimens.

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight RRP £
16491 330 Black Passion Long Ranger 3,30 m 2 600 g 1,69 m 689 g 81.95

BLACK PASSION LONG RANGER
The Black Passion Long Ranger is a value-for-money all-round rod for long-range fishing with a buoy rig or 
stone rig and provides sufficient backbone to exert enough pressure on laid-out rigs or a hard-fighting catfish 
even over long distances. Bank anglers who want to cast out their rigs are also in the best of hands with the 
Black Passion Long Ranger.

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight RRP £
16492 240 Black Passion Spin 2,40 m 2 50 - 200 g 1,30 m 330 g 61.95
16492 270 Black Passion Spin 2,70 m 2 50 - 200 g 1,40 m 379 g 64.95

BLACK PASSION SPIN
The Black Passion Spin comes in two lengths and optimally covers the wide-ranging requirements of a catfish 
spinning rod. The large rings allow long-range casting while the lightweight blank, which offers sufficient pow-
er reserves in a fight, allows the use of spoons, soft lures and wobblers as well as sensitive, fatigue-free fishing 
whether at close quarters or over long distances.

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight RRP £
16493 180 Black Passion Vertical 1,80 m 1 240 g 1,80 m 257 g 49.95

BLACK PASSION VERTICAL
The Black Passion Vertical is a true all-rounder when it comes to active fishing from a boat and combines sen-
sitive bait presentation on a vertical rig with a rapid blank that transmits every twitch perfectly to the angler's 
arm. In a fight, the Black Passion Vertical impresses with its immense power that will tame any catfish.

Catfish
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BC18 BC19

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight RRP £
16426 280 Freestyle 2,80 m 2 400 g 1,47 m 515 g 191.95
16426 300 Freestyle 3,00 m 2 400 g 1,54 m 630 g 207.95

FREESTYLE
Freestyle fans take note  the Freestyle is available in a new design. The blank has been made even more robust with a special Duralfibre mate-
rial blend, while Big Game Seaguide rings and a Fuji DPHS reel holder provide deluxe equipment. The Freestyle combines all of the require-
ments of a perfect wels rod and is a true all-round talent on the European scene.

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight RRP £
16425 240 Freestyle Boat 2,40 m 1+1 400 g 1,46 m 450 g 175.95

FREESTYLE BOAT
Boat fishing for wels is becoming increasingly popular and many wels anglers often stay on their floating homes for several days to fish inac-
cessible swims. The Freestyle Boat has been developed precisely for this purpose since deadbaiting from the boat does not require a long rod 
and the angler is actually better equipped with a short rod. The Freestyle Boat can be fished with a multiplier or fixed-spool reel while the 
Uptide rod joint provides bear-like strength in a fight and saves space during transport. The Freestyle Boat is fitted with eight indestructible 
Seaguide rings and a Fuji DPHS reel holder that holds all standard reel models securely. Finally, Freestyle fans have the perfect rod for active 
and passive fishing from a boat.

Catfish
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BC21BC20

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight RRP £
16428 305 Wild Cat'z Beast 3,05 m 2 100 - 300 g 1,55 m 470 g 169.90

Code Type of Guides Guides Reel Seat
16428 305 Seaguide 10+1 Alps

WILD CAT'Z BEAST
Some fishing situations call for power and length. The WILD CAT´z “Beast” has been designed for those very occasions. The rod is 
ideally suited to heavy buoy fishing, XXL lures, long-distance presentation and hook & hold fishing in front of obstacles.  The inde-
structible DF Blank, a robust Fuji H-22 reel holder and Seaguide rod rings were already features of the popular Wild CAT´z Uptide 
285 cm. Never change a winning team, as they say, and we have equipped this rod with the unique fully parabolic action for 
fatigue-free fighting from the boat or bank once again. Deep areas of rivers and large lakes require direct tightening of the main 
line above the water surface. We have created a 20 cm longer companion for your angling adventures with moderate transport 
dimensions thanks to a typical two-sectioned design. Beast mode on!

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight RRP £
16429 265 Wild Cat'z Spin 2,65 m 2 50 - 180 g 1,35 m 284 g 129.90

Code Type of Guides Guides Reel Seat
16429 265 Fuji® 6+1 Fuji®

WILD CAT'Z SPIN
The WILD CAT´z “Spin” will allow you to reach areas of water previously untouched by any lure. We have developed a veritable 
long-range casting machine. The rod is completely at home on the locks and military areas of European rivers. Thanks to the rapid 
carbon-fibre blank and K-Frame rings with a 35 mm butt ring, we have made the rod shorter for optimal light handling when 
short spinning from a drifting boat or for overgrown bank areas in the deepest wilderness. The inconspicuous Wild Cat´z design is 
excellently suited to such natural conditions.

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight RRP £
16424 285 Wild Cat'z 2,85 m 1+1 300 g 1,91 m 510 g 225.00

Code Type of Guides Reel Seat
16424 285 Seaguide Fuji

WILD CAT'Z
Those who like to fish for wels off the beaten track cannot look past the WILD CAT´z! The rod has been developed by Peter 
Merkel. The results is an all-round partner is a unique, inconspicuous design. The Uptide joint provides a fully parabolic action 
almost equivalent to that of a one-piece rod for fatigue-free fighting from the boat yet sufficient power for long-distance buoy 
fishing from the bank. Equipped with an indestructible DF blank, Fuji reel holder and Seaguide rings, this rod is a match for any 
adventure.

Catfish

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight RRP £
16427 185 Wild Cat'z Vertical 1,85 m 1 100 - 220 g 1,85 m 200 g 139.00

Code Type of Guides Reel Seat
16427 185 Seaguide Fuji

WILD CAT'Z VERTICAL
The Wild Cat'z vertical rod is the “adventure stick” for anglers who like to present their baits beneath a drifting boat with a clonk 
or fireball systems. The slender, fully parabolic power blank allows bait retrieval with maximum feel. A tailor-made Fuji reel holder 
for fixed-spool or multiplier reels, robust Seaguide rings and an aesthetic EVA end cap complete this high-quality one-piece rod. 
The blank, lacquered with the Wild Cat’z design, and camo-duplon handle are inconspicuous on the water but are guaranteed to 
turn heads on the bank.
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BC22 BC23

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight RRP £
16495 200 Fireball 2,00 m 1 180 - 280 g 2,00 m 235 g 131.60

Code Type of Guides Guides Reel Seat
16495 200 Fuji® 9 Fuji

FIREBALL
The Fireball has been specially designed for use with heavy fireball systems and large baits. On waters with 
strong currents and deep channels, such as the Po in Italy, the Rhone in France or the Rhine in Germany, this 
rod is at home and perfectly equipped for active fireball fishing on the bottom. The Fireball can be used with a 
multiplier or fixed-spool reel.

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight RRP £
16440 180 Vertical 1,80 m 1 150 - 300 g 1,80 m 200 g 127.80

Code Type of Guides Guides Reel Seat
16440 180 Fuji® 6+1 Fuji®

VERTICAL
The Vertical ticks every box for the active angler. The one-piece jig rod provides a stiff yet sensitive power blank 
that guarantees perfect lure retrieval and die-hard fighting fun. The length of 1.8 m is perfect for presenting 
vertical rigs on the bottom from a boat or belly boat. The Vertical can be used with a multiplier or fixed-spool 
reel.

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight RRP £
16445 215 Spin Stick 2,15 m 2 100 - 300 g 1,65 m 280 g 131.60

Code Type of Guides Guides Reel Seat
16445 215 Seaguide 7+1 Fuji®

SPIN STICK
A special rod for spinning and active fishing with small soft lures, wobblers and spoons, whether from the boat 
or the bank. The light blank allows hours of fatigue-free casting while the fast action of the rod tip perfectly 
transfers the action of the artificial lure to the angler's arm. This spinning rod combines a very light power 
blank with incredible reserves of power in a fight. The Spin Stick can be used with baitcaster reels or fixed-
spool reels.

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight RRP £
16460 180 Solid Fun 1,80 m 1 240 g 1,80 m 263 g 165.00

Code Type of Guides Reel Seat
16460 180 Fuji® Fuji

SOLID FUN
The name says it all. The Solid Fun is a feather-light, one-
piece full-carbon rod equipped with a 30 kg blank. The 
rod perfectly combines light bait retrieval and fatigue-
free fishing with die-hard fighting fun. Whether vertical 
fishing, clonking with a catfish clonk or spinning from a 
boat, the Solid Fun means fun and big catfish.

Catfish
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BC24 BC25

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight RRP £
16406 270 Battle Cat Boat 2,70 m 2 400 g 2,03 m 508 g 229.00

Code Type of Guides Reel Seat
16406 270 Seaguide Fuji

BATTLE CAT BOAT
The Battle Cat Boat has been specially designed for modern boat fishing. The rod is equally suited to drifting or 
fishing taut rigs from an anchored boat. The balanced blank parabolics allow the angler to reliably fight large 
catfish and has extreme power in reserve without troubling the angler when fighting from a boat. The Battle 
Cat Boat can be used with either a multiplier or fixed-spool reel.

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight RRP £
16414 220 Battle Cat Inline 2,20 m 1+1 150 - 250 g 1,59 m 354 g 179.00

Code Type of Guides Reel Seat
16414 220 Alps Fuji

BATTLE CAT INLINE
Inline rods have been the preferred choice of many French and Italian catfish anglers for many years. This rod 
type is ideally suited to active vertical angling, clonking and jigging. The carbon inline blank offers a fantastic 
and almost indestructible action. Line tangling in the rings is a thing of the past thanks to line guide. Excellent 
for freestyle catfish fishing where the angler holds the line in his hand and strikes by hand. The true strength in 
this rod is particularly evident during the fight, but for the catfish their efforts are in vain. Threader included.

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight RRP £
16401 270 Battle Cat Spin 2,70 m 2 80 - 180 g 1,39 m 348 g 179.00

Code Type of Guides Reel Seat
16401 270 Alps Fuji

BATTLE CAT SPIN
The all-rounder when it comes to modern spinning for monster specimens. With a length of 270 cm and a 
casting weight of 80-180 g, the Battle Cat Spin covers all bases in modern spinning. The rod is equally suited 
to sensitively retrieving small wobblers as it is to punching out large and heavy spoons. The components used 
for this high-end spinning rod leave nothing to be desired and guarantee the catfish angler high standards in 
quality and strength.

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight RRP £
16400 220 Battle Cat Fun 2,20 m 1+1 200 g 1,64 m 309 g 165.00

Code Type of Guides Reel Seat
16400 220 Alps Fuji

BATTLE CAT FUN
The magic wand in the Battle Cat Range. The Fun is a universal talent suited to light and medium spinning and 
clonking and jigging with small to medium-sized soft lures on the bottom. Thanks to the Uptide handle design, 
the blank can withstand the highest stresses, yet remains light and sensitive. Fighting fun is guaranteed.

Catfish
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BC26 BC27

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight RRP £
16472 200 Silu Spin 2,00 m 1 180 g 2,00 m 220 g 199.00

Code Type of Guides
16472 200 Fuji®

SILU SPIN
The Silu Spin was developed in cooperation with Thomas Bula. Not only a feast for the eyes but also the ideal rod for modern short spin-
ning. This involves fishing at short distances from the boat or overgrown banks and flicking your lure straight in front of the catfish mouth. 
The one-piece blank guarantees perfect lure control and an abundance of power in close-range fights. This light yet fast rod produced with 
only the best materials takes all of the effort out of active sessions from a canoe or belly boat over several hours. The ultimate fun factor is 
guaranteed.

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight RRP £
16473 200 Silu Cast 2,00 m 1 180 g 2,00 m 210 g 179.00

Code Type of Guides
16473 200 Fuji®

SILU CAST
The Silu Cast is a special rod fitted with a trigger handle for light and intermediate catfish angling. With its stylish BC design and indestructi-
ble blank, the well-balanced rod provides for sensitive bait retrieval during active fishing for catfish. The parabolic action with soft-touch tip 
enables the smallest lures to be cast out with control and jigged on the bottom yet has sufficient power to attractively present vertical rigs 
of over 120 grams in a strong current.

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight RRP £
16470 240 Cat Light Spin 2,40 m 2 10 - 150 g 1,20 m 255 g 215.00
16470 260 Cat Light Spin 2,60 m 2 10 - 150 g 1,30 m 270 g 225.00
16470 280 Cat Light Spin 2,80 m 2 10 - 150 g 1,40 m 285 g 229.00

Code Type of Guides
16470 240 Fuji®
16470 260 Fuji®
16470 280 Fuji®

CAT LIGHT SPIN
Targeted spinning for catfish is highly successful and increasingly popular. Our latest findings and our experiences on the water show that 
the smaller lures in particular can often yield better results than XXL spoons. The new Cat Light Spin is specially designed for use with small 
plugs, light soft lures and spinnerbaits. The slender DF blank guarantees excellent casting and fighting properties. The Light Spin is available 
in three lengths. The 2.6 m version is particularly suited to boat anglers and short-range fishing from the bank while the 2.8 m version is 
designed for long-range casting from the bank.

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight RRP £
16471 160 Silu Vertical 1,60 m 1 100 - 250 g 1,60 m 185 g 179.00

Code Type of Guides
16471 160 Fuji®

SILU VERTICAL
The successful "Silu” rod range has been extended with the Silu Vertical, a special rod for fans of very short and rapid rod blanks for active 
fishing with vertical rigs in a stylish Black Cat Design. The slender one-piece DF blank with a length of 160 cm is perfectly suited to present-
ing baits sensitively beneath the boat, allowing the angler to react to even the most cautious bites with a firm strike. The one-piece power 
blank delivers fantastic fighting properties when taking on giants directly beneath the boat.
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BC28 BC29

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length F. Tips Weight RRP £
16480 280 Bait Maker Feeder 2,80 m 2+3 120 g 1,40 m 4 200 g 115.00
16480 360 Bait Maker Feeder 3,60 m 3+3 120 g 1,25 m 4 230 g 140.00

Code provided Feeder Tips
16480 280 1,50 oz, 3,00 oz, 4,00 oz
16480 360 1,50 oz, 3,00 oz, 4,00 oz

BAIT MAKER FEEDER
Successful catfish fishing requires a wide selection of lures. On the Po, the catfish like mullet while on the 
Rhone they prefer XXL bream and on the Ebro, carp are on the menu. A good catfish angler needs the perfect 
equipment for catching baitfish on every tour. It is precisely for this reason that we have developed a universal 
rod equipped for all situations from hard-core river fishing to light stillwater sport.  With the BC Bait Maker, 
you are always on safe ground, with the opportunity to use three interchangeable tips, each with different 
casting weights. The BC Bait Maker is produced in the proven and robust Black Cat quality, impressing with 
two-legged rings and a design to satisfy the toughest demands of a catfish angler.

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight RRP £
16417 240 Passion Pro DX 2,40 m 2 600 g 1,25 m 320 g 78.95
16417 270 Passion Pro DX 2,70 m 2 600 g 1,42 m 394 g 82.95
16417 300 Passion Pro DX 3,00 m 2 600 g 1,57 m 483 g 91.95
16417 320 Passion Pro DX 3,20 m 2 600 g 1,67 m 544 g 98.95

PASSION PRO DX
Value-for-money all-round rod for buoy fishing and legering for wels. The Passion Pro series combines 
high-quality equipment with a highly robust blank.

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight RRP £
16418 330 Passion Pro DX Long Range 3,30 m 2 600 g 1,73 m 611 g 99.95

PASSION PRO DX LONG RANGE
Value-for-money all-round rod for fishing at long range with a buoy or leger rig. Bank anglers are also 
impressed by the Passion Pro since the blank length of 330 cm enables enormous casting distances.

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight RRP £
16419 250 Passion Pro DX Boat 2,50 m 2 400 g 1,25 m 347 g 76.95

PASSION PRO DX BOAT
The Passion Pro Boat covers all angling methods used in boat fishing. Thanks to the Power blank, the rod can 
be used for drift fishing, vertical fishing with heavy weights, clonking and tightening natural bait rigs from a 
boat. The perfect rod for newcomers to modern boat fishing.

Feeder rods
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BC31BC30

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight RRP £
16420 240 Passion Pro DX Boat Spin 2,40 m 2 50 - 190 g 1,26 m 256 g 75.95

PASSION PRO DX BOAT SPIN
The Passion Pro Boat Spin is the perfect rod for active fishing from the boat. With a length of 240 cm and a casting weight of 50 to 190 g, 
the rod can cast and retrieve a wide range of different artificial lures perfectly. Whether jigging with soft lures, casting spoons or trolling with 
wobblers, the Passion Pro Boat Spin always gives an excellent account of itself.

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight RRP £
16420 270 Passion Pro DX Spin 2,70 m 2 60 - 200 g 1,40 m 317 g 76.95

PASSION PRO DX SPIN
The Passion Pro DX Spin is the perfect rod for active fishing. With a length of 270 cm and a casting weight of 60 to 200 g, the rod can cast 
and retrieve a wide range of different artificial lures perfectly. Whether jigging with soft lures, casting spoons or wobblers, the Passion Pro DX 
Spin always gives an excellent account of itself.

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight RRP £
16421 180 Passion Pro DX Vertical 1,80 m 1 230 g 1,80 m 190 g 66.95

PASSION PRO DX VERTICAL
Vertical fishing rocks and can be applied anywhere. In the Passion Pro Vertical, wels anglers can get their hands on a real gem at an afforda-
ble price. The rod’s blank has a through action and a casting weight of 230 g, while the length of 180 cm means the model is still conven-
ient to transport. The Passion Pro Vertical can be fished with a multiplier or fixed-spool reel.

Code Model Length Sections C.W. Tr.-Length Weight RRP £
16422 210 Passion Pro DX Mix 2,10 m 1+1 200 g 1,60 m 262 g 76.95

PASSION PRO DX MIX
The all-round rod for the active angler. The Passion Pro Mix covers everything that makes wels fishing fun. The blank’s Uptide joint ensures 
huge power reserves during the fight while still allowing for sensitive lure movement. Whether clonking, vertical fishing, spinning or drift 
fishing, the Passion Pro Mix covers all bases.
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BC32 BC33

S-LINE

8-strand, round, extremely durable, braided main line for all aspects of modern catfish 
angling. S-Line impresses with its very tight braid that absorbs almost no water, combined 
with an incredible breaking strain, making the line perfectly designed for long casts when 
spinning and weightless, long-range tensioning of the line when buoy fishing. The yellow 
colour makes the line very easy to spot in the dark or when visibility is poor. S-Line was tested 
under the harshest conditions in modern catfish angling by Stefan Seuß for 12 months and 
earned the title “100% reliable when fighting record fish”!

Code Ø Length BS Colour RRP £
2352 038 0,38 mm 250 m 40 kg / 88 lbs yellow 17.95
2352 042 0,42 mm 250 m 45 kg / 99 lbs yellow 17.95
2352 138 0,38 mm 3000 m 40 kg / 88 lbs yellow 219.90
2352 142 0,42 mm 3000 m 45 kg / 99 lbs yellow 219.90

S-LINE

8-strand, round, extremely durable, braided main line for all aspects of modern catfish 
angling. S-Line impresses with its very tight braid that absorbs almost no water, combined 
with an incredible breaking strain, making the line perfectly designed for long casts when 
spinning and weightless, long-range tensioning of the line when buoy fishing. The yellow 
colour makes the line very easy to spot in the dark or when visibility is poor. S-Line was 
tested under the harshest conditions in modern catfish angling by Stefan Seuß for 12 
months and earned the title “100% reliable when fighting record fish”!

ZEUS LINE

4-strand, round, durable, braided main line for all aspects of modern catfish 
angling. The yellow colour makes the line easy to spot in the dark or when 
visibility is poor. Zeus Line is a reliable link between catfish and angler and 
impresses with its favourable price-performance ratio..

Code Ø Length BS Colour RRP £
2351 045 0,45 mm 180 m 37 kg / 82 lbs yellow 10.95
2351 060 0,60 mm 300 m 59 kg / 130 lbs yellow 16.95

ZEUS LINE

4-strand, round, durable, braided main line for all aspects of modern catfish 
angling. The yellow colour makes the line easy to spot in the dark or when 
visibility is poor. Zeus Line is a reliable link between catfish and angler and 
impresses with its favourable price-performance ratio..

Code Ø Length BS Colour RRP £
2351 145 0,45 mm 400 m 37 kg / 82 lbs yellow 21.95
2351 160 0,60 mm 450 m 59 kg / 130 lbs yellow 24.95
2351 245 0,45 mm 3000 m 37 kg / 82 lbs yellow 131.60
2351 260 0,60 mm 3000 m 59 kg / 130 lbs yellow 131.60

FRONT ZONE LEADER

The leader is a crucial element of your rig in catfish angling. Whether there are 
stones, mussels or sharp obstacles in the water, the BC Frontzone Leader will 
protect your terminal tackle thanks to its incredible durability. The black super 
braid sets itself apart with its 1 mm diameter and 100 kg breaking strain. A 
major advantage is that the BC Frontzone Leader can be spliced to create a 
perfect connection with any main line.

Code Ø Length BS Colour RRP £
2365 100 1,00 mm 50 m 100 kg / 220 lbs black 24.95

MONO LEADER

Monofilament leaders are one of the secrets of the success of Catfish special-
ists. Incredibly friction resistant, invisible, self-hooking due to the stiff rig char-
acteristics and anti-twist, to mention only a few selling points. Mono Leader 
is suitable for clonk angling, legering and buoy fishing. This leader material is 
indestructible and Stefan‘s first choice for large Catfish sport.

Code Ø Length BS RRP £
2345 120 1,00 mm 50 m 54 kg / 120 lbs 7.95
2345 150 1,20 mm 50 m 68 kg / 150 lbs 8.99
2345 170 1,30 mm 50 m 77 kg / 170 lbs 8.99

Line

Code Ø Length BS Colour RRP £
2352 045 0,45 mm 180 m 50 kg / 110 lbs yellow 17.95
2352 055 0,55 mm 300 m 70 kg / 154 lbs yellow 26.95
2352 145 0,45 mm 400 m 50 kg / 110 lbs yellow 34.95
2352 155 0,55 mm 450 m 70 kg / 154 lbs yellow 42.95
2352 245 0,45 mm 3000 m 50 kg / 110 lbs yellow 223.95
2352 255 0,55 mm 3000 m 70 kg / 154 lbs yellow 223.95
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BC34 BC35

RUBBER COATED LEADER

The Black Cat Rubber Coated Leader provides catfish anglers with numerous 
sophisticated rig options. The core of the leader is a soft yet highly durable 
braid while the outer layer is rigid and very smooth. Parts of the outer layer can 
be removed to make the leader rigid and tangle-free towards the top of the 
rig and soft and flexible towards the bait to retain optimal bait movement. It is 
also possible to use the Rubber Coated Leader as a stiff rig, which is advanta-
geous in a strong current and reduces twisting of the leader through heavy bait 
movement.

Code Ø Length BS Colour RRP £
2399 070 0,80 mm 20 m 70 kg / 154 lbs grey 19.95
2399 100 1,00 mm 20 m 100 kg / 220 lbs grey 21.95

POWER LEADER

The leader is the link between catfish and angler and makes the difference 
between success or defeat. That is why Black Cat uses only the best materials 
and a tight interlacing of countless individual strands. The Power Leader is 
incredibly durable yet soft and supple so that the catfish does not suspect a 
thing when taking the bait. The leader is suitable for all conceivable types of 
bait presentation and is Stefan's first choice when it comes to using braided 
leaders. In 2012 and 2013, the leader accounted for several 100-kilo catfish 
including two record fish on the Po of 122.5 and 127 kg.

Code Ø Length BS RRP £
2342 050 0,70 mm 20 m 50 kg / 110 lbs 9.99
2342 080 1,00 mm 20 m 80 kg / 176 lbs 12.95
2342 100 1,20 mm 20 m 100 kg / 220 lbs 12.95
2342 150 1,40 mm 20 m 150 kg / 330 lbs 14.95

STONE RIG LINE

Environmentally friendly all-round line for catfish angling. The Black Cat Stone 
Rig Line is ideal for tying stone rigs and back lead rigs where the line is left 
behind at the bottom after the fish has been caught. The line consists of natu-
ral fibres, which dissolve completely and in an environmentally friendly manner 
after only a few days in the water.

Code Ø Length RRP £
2358 200 2,00 mm 100 m 3.99

“DG Coating”, the innovative coating  
with a much smoother surface than Teflon®.  

4 times higher corrosion resistance  
compared to conventional coatings.

CAT HOOKER DG

Stefan Seuß made it a personal challenge to perfect the hair rig. Many new 
hook prototypes were tested but it was the Cat Hooker that completely 
convinced Stefan. Thanks to the almost round design, baitfish have sufficient 
play to move naturally. The round shape of the Cat Hooker is also conducive 
to successful hooking. The wire thickness has been selected to make the Cat 
Hooker as strong as an ox yet inconspicuous. The welded eye also allows the 
use of monofilament leaders, making the Cat Hooker a true all-rounder.

Code Hook Size Hook weight Content Colour RRP £
4559 100 1/0 2,5 g 5 pcs DG coating 4.99
4559 200 2/0 2,5 g 5 pcs DG coating 5.49
4559 300 3/0 2,5 g 5 pcs DG coating 5.75

GHOST GRIPPER HOOK DG

The Ghost Gripper Hook is one of the most innovative hook series to ever hit 
the catfish market. This model shares the same properties as the Gripper Hook. 
However, the spears on the rear of the Ghost Gripper Hook allow attachment 
to the side of the baitfish. The spears are inserted beneath the skin of the bait, 
allowing the Ghost Gripper Hook to replace a large and conspicuous treble. 
The Ghost Gripper Hook combines optimal hooking properties with incon-
spicuous presentation. Best suited to deadbait rigs and multi-hook rigs. Good 
disguise is half the battle! “DG Coating”, the innovative coating with a much 
smoother surface than Teflon®. 4 times higher corrosion resistance compared 
to conventional coatings.

Code Hook Size Content Colour RRP £
4553 100 1/0 5 pcs DG coating 9.99
4553 200 2/0 5 pcs DG coating 9.99
4553 300 3/0 5 pcs DG coating 11.95

singles
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BC36 BC37

GHOST RIG HOOK DG

The Ghost Rig Hook is one of the most innovative hook series to ever hit the 
catfish market. When using multi-hook rigs, the Ghost Rig Hook comes into its 
own. These discreet single hooks replace a conspicuous treble on the rig. The 
two barbed spears on the rear of the hook are inserted beneath the skin of the 
baitfish, practically stapling the Ghost Rig Hook to the bait at a 90° angle. It is 
impossible to bait your hook more inconspicuously or aggressively. Best suited 
to deadbait rigs and multi-hook rigs. Will hook even the more cautious catfish. 
“DG Coating”, the innovative coating with a much smoother surface than Tef-
lon®. 4 times higher corrosion resistance compared to conventional coatings.

Code Hook Size Hook weight Content Colour RRP £
4557 500 5/0 4 g 5 pcs DG coating 7.95
4557 600 6/0 3 g 5 pcs DG coating 8.99
4557 700 7/0 3 g 5 pcs DG coating 8.99

GHOST DOUBLE HOOK DG

The Ghost Double Hook is one of the most innovative hook series to ever 
hit the catfish market. The two spears on the rear of the hook are inserted 
beneath the skin of the baitfish, making the Ghost Double Hook to stick out 
very aggressively from the bait while holding completely securely. Whether on 
the flank of XXL lures or on the back of deadbaits, you can count on the Ghost 
Double Hook. Now you're ready to land those giant catfish! “DG Coating”, the 
innovative coating with a much smoother surface than Teflon®. 4 times higher 
corrosion resistance compared to conventional coatings.

Code Hook Size Hook weight Content Colour RRP £
4558 300 3/0 5 g 5 pcs DG coating 11.95
4558 400 4/0 5 g 5 pcs DG coating 12.95
4558 600 6/0 5 g 5 pcs DG coating 14.95

CURVED POINT TREBLE HOOK DG

As the name suggests, the difference between the Curve Point Treble and 
standard treble hooks is the inward-bending tips. Once the Curve Point Treble 
has taken hold, it digs its claws in and does not let go of its prey. It is almost 
impossible for the hook to pull out. Made from the finest steel, the treble can 
withstand any load. The Curve Point Treble can be used with all common cat-
fish rigs and has particularly proven itself with soft natural baits such as worms 
or calamari. “DG Coating”, the innovative coating with a much smoother 
surface than Teflon®. 4 times higher corrosion resistance compared to conven-
tional coatings.

Code Hook Size Content Colour RRP £
4550 001 1 5 pcs DG coating 7.95
4550 100 1/0 5 pcs DG coating 8.99
4550 200 2/0 5 pcs DG coating 8.99
4550 300 3/0 5 pcs DG coating 9.99
4550 400 4/0 5 pcs DG coating 11.95

TREBLE HOOK DG

The classic treble. Once it makes contact with the mouth of a catfish, the 
hook immediately buries itself deep and keeps tight hold of its prey. The razor-
sharp tips of the treble make setting the hook a piece of cake. The steel is 
ultra-strong yet smooth. The Treble Hook can be used with rigs for fixed-spool 
fishing as well as for vertical fishing or spinning. A must in any tackle box! “DG 
Coating”, the innovative coating with a much smoother surface than Teflon®. 
4 times higher corrosion resistance compared to conventional coatings.

Code Hook Size Content Colour RRP £
4551 001 1 5 pcs DG coating 6.99
4551 100 1/0 5 pcs DG coating 7.95
4551 200 2/0 5 pcs DG coating 8.99
4551 300 3/0 5 pcs DG coating 9.99
4551 400 4/0 5 pcs DG coating 11.95

RIGGING HOOK DG

The Rigging Hook is the strongest single hook in our range. The body is made 
from the strongest steel while the welded eye is large enough to take a thick 
monofilament leader and the long tip is incredibly sharp. The Rigging Hook 
comes into its own in any extreme situation. Whether fishing wood-filled swims 
in Spain or being thrown into stone packing in Italy, the Rigging Hook is in its 
element. In the smaller sizes, the hook is ideal for using with hair rigs. “DG 
Coating”, the innovative coating with a much smoother surface than Teflon®. 
4 times higher corrosion resistance compared to conventional coatings.

Code Hook Size Content Colour RRP £
4552 400 4/0 6 pcs DG coating 5.49
4552 500 5/0 6 pcs DG coating 5.95
4552 600 6/0 6 pcs DG coating 6.99

POWER RIG HOOK DG

The name says it all! The Power Rig Hook is as strong as an ox yet highly 
sophisticated. With its extended shank, the hook twists aggressively into the 
fish’s mouth, giving the long, sharp tip an easy job and ensuring very effective 
hooking. The bent and welded eye is also suitable for monofilament leaders 
without the hook sticking outwards. “DG Coating”, the innovative coating 
with a much smoother surface than Teflon®. 4 times higher corrosion resist-
ance compared to conventional coatings.

Code Hook Size Content Colour RRP £
4554 500 5/0 6 pcs DG coating 4.99
4554 600 6/0 6 pcs DG coating 5.95
4554 700 7/0 6 pcs DG coating 5.95

MEGA HOOK DG

The Mega Hook is the most universal single hook on the market. With its 
unique design and bent tip, the Mega Hook ticks practically every box in terms 
of hook features. The long, sharp hook tip sets itself effortlessly in the fish’s 
mouth, whether on a dead-bait rig.or a multi-hook rig for livebaits When you 
want to use a single hook, look no further than the Mega Hook. The bent and 
welded eye even allows monofilament leaders to be used without a hitch. A 
single hook that belongs in every tackle box! “DG Coating”, the innovative 
coating with a much smoother surface than Teflon®. 4 times higher corrosion 
resistance compared to conventional coatings.

Code Hook Size Content Colour RRP £
4555 110 10/0 6 pcs DG coating 8.99
4555 120 12/0 6 pcs DG coating 9.99
4555 600 6/0 6 pcs DG coating 7.95
4555 800 8/0 6 pcs DG coating 7.95

GRIPPER HOOK DG

The Gripper Hook is a veritable weapon! With its unique, aggressive and bent 
design, the hook is ideal for using with hair rigs. The Gripper Hook is light 
yet robust. The welded eye is suitable for even thick monofilament leaders. 
Ideal for inconspicuous presentation on any rig. “DG Coating”, the innovative 
coating with a much smoother surface than Teflon®. 4 times higher corrosion 
resistance compared to conventional coatings.

Code Hook Size Content Colour RRP £
4556 100 1/0 6 pcs DG coating 5.95
4556 200 2/0 6 pcs DG coating 6.50
4556 300 3/0 6 pcs DG coating 6.99

Hooks
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BC38 BC39

GHOST RIG HOOK

Code Hook Size Content Colour RRP £
4461 500 5/0 5 pcs black nickel 7.75
4461 600 6/0 5 pcs black nickel 7.95
4461 700 7/0 5 pcs black nickel 8.50

GHOST DOUBLE HOOK

Code Hook Size Content Colour RRP £
4462 300 3/0 5 pcs black nickel 10.95
4462 400 4/0 5 pcs black nickel 10.95
4462 600 6/0 5 pcs black nickel 11.95

GRIPPER GHOST HOOK

The Ghost Gripper Hook is one of the most innovative hook series to ever hit 
the catfish market. This model shares the same properties as the Gripper Hook. 
However, the spears on the rear of the Ghost Gripper Hook allow attachment 
to the side of the baitfish. The spears are inserted beneath the skin of the bait, 
allowing the Ghost Gripper Hook to replace a large and conspicuous treble. 
The Ghost Gripper Hook combines optimal hooking properties with incon-
spicuous presentation. Best suited to deadbait rigs and multi-hook rigs. Good 
disguise is half the battle!

Code Hook Size Content Colour RRP £
4483 001 1/0 5 pcs battlesteel 10.95
4483 002 2/0 5 pcs battlesteel 10.95
4483 003 3/0 5 pcs battlesteel 11.95

BUZZER-HOOK

The Buzzer Hook is based upon a Ghost Hook with an additional spinner blade on 
the bend of the hook. The spinner blade turns with the slightest water resistance, 
creating an additional source of attraction and swirls of water directly near the 
baitfish. The Buzzer Hook can be easily used on the flanks of baitfish with livebaits 
and on deadbait rigs in flowing water based on the Ghost Hook principle. The 
Buzzer Hook can also be used as an additional hook with active casting and verti-
cal fishing, mounted onto soft lures.

SHAD CLAW RIG

Lead screw head with Claw single hooks on a dacron leader for rapid use with all common 
soft lures and twisters for catfish angling. The system has been specially developed by our 
team anglers and allows perfect and rapid lure attachment by screwing the lead screw head 
onto all soft lures. The Claw single hooks can be securely attached to all areas of your soft 
lures thanks to the clip system without damaging the soft lure, while the shape ensures a 
secure hold in the mouth of the catfish.

Code Hook Size Weight BS Content RRP £
3122 010 6/0 10 g 100 kg 1 pcs 5.95
3122 020 6/0 20 g 100 kg 1 pcs 5.95
3122 030 6/0 30 g 100 kg 1 pcs 5.95
3122 050 6/0 50 g 100 kg 1 pcs 5.95

Rigs

Code Hook Size Colour RRP £
4479 500 5/0 silver 11.95
4479 700 7/0 silver 11.95
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BC40 BC41

SOUND BALL

Noise-making capsules containing a steel ball. Attracts the attention of preda-
tors when attached to your rig.

Code Content RRP £
4288 002 5 pcs 1.79

XTREME SPLIT RING

Many artificial lures are fitted with simple 
spring rings that bend open under tensile 
force. Black Cat provides ultra-strong spring 
rings specially for large fish anglers in a 
range of sizes to upgrade artificial lures or 
even vertical lure rigs.

Code Ø BS Content RRP £
6157 008 10,5 mm 50 kg 10 pcs 2.75
6157 010 12 mm 90 kg 10 pcs 2.75

X-STRONG BALL BEARING SWIVEL

High-performance wels swivel. Silent underwater thanks to the ball bearing 
while also offering perfect rotation to avoid line-twist.

Code Length Size BS Content Colour RRP £
6196 004 22 mm 4 97 kg 4 pcs black nickel 7.95
6196 005 25 mm 5 125 kg 3 pcs black nickel 7.95
6196 006 30 mm 6 187 kg 2 pcs black nickel 7.95

GODZILLA SWIVEL

Extremely strong cross-lock swivel for spinning anglers in small sizes and dead-
baiting anglers in the larger sizes. This swivel type is regarded as the ultimate 
among catfish anglers.

Code Length Size BS Content RRP £
6156 200 55 mm 2/0 50 kg 5 pcs 6.75
6156 300 62 mm 3/0 60 kg 5 pcs 6.75
6156 400 72 mm 4/0 70 kg 4 pcs 6.75

HEAVY DUTY  CROSS LOCK SWIVEL

Code Length Size BS Content RRP £
6173 100 52 mm 1/0 55 kg 5 pcs 3.49
6173 300 60 mm 3/0 70 kg 5 pcs 3.49
6173 400 65 mm 4/0 100 kg 3 pcs 3.49

BALL BEARING SWIVEL

Code Length Size BS Content RRP £
6175 001 40 mm 1 175 kg 2 pcs 4.49
6175 002 36 mm 2 135 kg 3 pcs 4.49
6175 004 36 mm 4 90 kg 3 pcs 4.25
6175 005 32 mm 5 65 kg 5 pcs 4.49

CATFISH ROLLING SWIVEL

Code Length Size BS Content RRP £
6174 400 33 mm 3/0 135 kg 5 pcs 3.49
6174 600 35 mm 6/0 170 kg 5 pcs 3.49

HD 3 WAY 
SWIVLE

Code Length BS Content RRP £
6172 001 80 mm 100 kg 1 pcs 4.75

UNI CLIP

A universal clip swivel that enables release 
lines and outrigger lines to be quickly and 
durably attached to trees, branches and 
buoys.

Code BS Content Colour RRP £
6116 005 30 kg 5 pcs black dull 2.75

HELLS BELLS

Special catfish bell with integrated 
snaplight holder for reliable and 
loud bite indication. A special 
clamp fixing provides a secure 
hold, even with the strongest tip 
action.Code Content RRP £

6700 001 3 pcs 4.99

BIG BELLS

Special large bell that will wake 
you even from your deepest 
dreams. The small clamp if firmly 
attached to the rod, and the bell 
will not hit against the blank 
when a fish bites.

Code Contents Colour RRP £
6700 005 1 pcs black/yellow 3.75

PINCH SLEEVES

Aluminium, high quality design  best 
crimped with Black Cat forceps.

Code Ø Content RRP £
6410 007 1,2 mm 20 pcs 3.25

DIAMANT HOOK SHARPENER

The Black Cat Diamond hook sharpener is simply essential equipment for a cat-
fish angler. With its small packing dimensions, it can fit into any tackle box and 
allows hook tips to be kept razor sharp at all times.

Code Length RRP £
9701 002 16 cm 9.99

BRAID SCISSOR

Special scissors for catfish anglers that 
cut braided lines cleanly and sharply.

Code RRP £
6410 010 15.95

swivels
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BC43BC42

OUTDOOR LAMP

Water proof and extremely energy efficient outdoor lamp, which can be used 
standing or hanging thanks to the clip system. At night the lamp can be used 
as a red marker light for bank or boat anglers. Batteries: 4x AA (not included).

Code Ø Height Weight RRP £
9895 034 11 cm 17 cm 140 g 9.99

BATLE CAT HEADLAMP

Very bright LED head torch with a maximum light output of 150 lumens and a 
light range of 100 metres. Comfortable to wear with a weight of only 48g and 
a sweat-resistant, adjustable headband. 
Wet-proof: watertight to the IPX6 standard.
Changeable modes: white-strong, white-weak, red light mode and SOS func-
tion. Batteries: 3x AAA (not included).

Code Weight RRP £
9896 001 71 g 12.95

BANKSTICK

Extreme Long&Heavy Aluminium Bankstick for 
taking a single diverter or for tripod mounting 
with the BC Tripod Adapter to take two diverters 
on the BC Buzzer Bar. With an extended length of 
over 165 cm or 200 cm, the BC Bankstick is suita-
ble for high diverter and tripod mounting.

Code Length Length Colour RRP £
1892 001 90 cm 90 - 165 cm black 12.95
1892 002 115 cm 115 - 200 cm black 14.95

BUZZER BAR

Super Heavy Aluminium Buzzer Bar for taking 2 diverters for mounting on the 
BC Tripod Adapter

Code Width Colour RRP £
8210 001 16 cm black 14.95

Code Width Colour RRP £
8250 001 9 cm black 23.95

TRIPOD ADAPTER

Super Heavy Tripod Adapter for taking BC 
Banksticks. The screw cap on the adapter allows 
quick and easy assembly of the tripod and 
allows for compact transport dimensions. The 
underside of the adapter features a hook for 
hanging a weight to increase the stability of the 
tripod.

Code Width Colour RRP £
8251 001 9 cm black 11.95

DEFLECTOR

Sharp stones, groynes and obstacles in the water 
pose a threat to our main line. The diverter 
ensures safe passage of the line to the bait and 
guides the laid out line around obstacles.

simple rod holders
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BC44 BC45

BITE ALARM SET 2

Vibrating bite indicator set, consisting of two bite detectors and a radio receiver. Batteries: 1x 9V (not included).

Code Content RRP £
6802 999 2+1 pcs 152.95

RECEIVER 2

Radio receiver for the Black Cat vibrating bite indicator. Maximum range, 
depending on conditions: 50 m. For up to 4 individual bite indicators. Batteries: 
1x 9V (not included).

Code Content RRP £
6802 002 1 pcs 53.95

BITE ALARM 2

Vibrating bite indicator. Attaches to the rod via a sturdy clip with ratchet fix-
ing, can be fitted to rods with a wide range of diameters. Bite indication by 
alarm tone and flashing LEDs. Pitch, volume and sensitivity adjustable via three 
buttons on the front. Responds equally well to sudden jerks and to slow, but 
sustained rod bending. Batteries: 2x AAA (not included).

Code Content RRP £
6802 001 1 pcs 47.95

fluo red fluo yellow

Weight fluo red fluo yellow RRP £
5 g 5532 005 5532 105 2.49

10 g 5532 010 5532 110 2.49
15 g 5532 015 5532 115 2.49
20 g 5532 020 5532 120 2.49

U-FLOAT 'TREE'

Tree U-Float, made in Germany. This special U-Float creates tantalising swirling 
and additional turbulence directly in front of the bait and can be used as a 
floating device with deadbaits, livebaits and alternative baits. Flowing water 
passes through the Tree U-Float and creates individual little flow channels 
above the bait directly downstream. Catfish cannot ignore this!

SIDE LIGHT FLOAT

Float with hidden mounting for snaplights – inconspicuous even to the most 
cautious Catfish.

Code BS RRP £
5574 001 80 g 7.25
5574 002 150 g 8.25

Code BS RRP £
5571 000 50 g 8.50
5571 001 100 g 8.99
5571 002 200 g 9.99

BUOY FLOAT

Classic, indispensable buoy float. Line can be 
fixed in the central channel with a snaplight.

Code BS RRP £
5573 002 150 g 8.99
5573 003 200 g 9.50

DROP FLOAT

Classic drop shape. Line can be fixed in the cen-
tral channel with a snaplight.

Code BS RRP £
5557 001 10 g 3.99
5557 002 30 g 4.25
5557 003 60 g 4.49

REFLEX FLOAT

Special outrigger float for fishing to trees, hedg-
es, bushes or using a stick rig. The outrigger 
is very light and lifts out of the water perfectly 
when the rig is tightened. The reflective strip 
allows the swim to be quickly spotted at night 
with the use of a headlamp.

Code Content Colour RRP £
5529 999 1 yellow 17.95

ADJUSTABLE OUT-
RIGGER
Special outrigger system with line clip in sig-
nature yellow colour. The Adjustable Outrigger 
can be quickly and flexibly adapted to a variety 
of casting distances to an obstacle or buoy. The 
clip system enables fast and durable fixing of the 
release line.

Code Content RRP £
5529 998 1 21.95

ADJUSTABLE OUT-
RIGGER BLACK 
EDITION
Special outrigger system with line clip. The 
Adjustable Outrigger can be quickly and flexibly 
adapted to a variety of casting distances to an 
obstacle or buoy. The clip system enables fast 
and durable fixing of the release line.

Catfish
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BC47BC46

yellow

red

BS yellow red RRP £
10 g 5591 001 5591 101 2.99
20 g 5591 002 5591 102 3.25
30 g 5591 003 5591 103 3.25
40 g 5591 004 5591 104 3.49

LIGHTNING FLOAT

Light and bright colours attract catfish and this new invention from Stefan Seuß 
combines precisely these factors in an underwater float used directly above 
the bait. The Lightning Float offers the catfish angler inserts on both sides for 
standard 4.5 mm snaplights, creating a light source directly above the bait. On 
clear waters in particular, the Lightning Float is an absolute catching machine.

SURFACE FLOAT BLACK EDITION

Classic outrigger float in tried and trusted design – painted all over in black.

Code BS RRP £
5578 011 60 g 5.95
5578 012 120 g 7.25

RATTLE U-FLOAT

Underwater lift float with embedded noise capsules to attract distant Catfish.

Code BS RRP £
5576 001 20 g 3.25
5576 002 40 g 3.99
5576 003 60 g 4.25
5576 004 100 g 4.49

Code BS RRP £
5528 010 10 g 8.99
5528 020 20 g 8.99
5528 030 30 g 8.99
5528 040 40 g 8.99

PROPELLER U-FLOAT

The new Propeller U-Float is fitted with robust, 
light metal wings, which emit strong pressure 
waves under the water, as well as two glass rat-
tles, which produce noise when the float rotates, 
attracting wels to the bait.

U-FLOAT

A favourite of Stefan Seuß.

Code BS RRP £
5577 006 5 g 2.75
5577 007 7 g 2.75
5577 000 10 g 1.99
5577 001 20 g 1.99
5577 002 30 g 2.49
5577 003 40 g 2.75
5577 004 60 g 3.25
5577 005 100 g 3.75

black

orange

yellow

black/orange/yellow

Weight Content black yellow orange black/orange/yellow RRP £
1,5 g 3 pcs 5605 001 5605 002 5605 003 5605 004 5.49
3,5 g 3 pcs 5605 101 5605 102 5605 103 5605 104 5.49

MICRO U-FLOAT

The small, streamlined floating devices, available in weights of 1.5 g and 3.5 
g, are completely inconspicuous above the bait, guarantee catches and enable 
extremely attractive bait presentation on heavily fished waters. Micro U-Floats 
present baits just off the bottom. Depending on the bait size, several Micro 
U-Floats can be used on the leader at the same time, creating greater buoyancy 
with less water turbulence on the leader. Even when fishing in stone packing, 
Stefan Seuß advises using Micro U-Floats to present the leader and bait appar-
ently weightlessly above the sharp stone edges. The bright neon yellow and 
neon red colours are used in clear water conditions, creating a visual attraction 
for catfish.

black

neon red UV active

glow in the dark

BS black glow in the dark neon red UV active RRP £
10 g 5551 010 5552 010 5553 010 5.75
20 g 5551 020 5552 020 5553 020 5.75
30 g 5551 030 5552 030 5553 030 5.75

PROPELLER U-FLOAT X-STRONG

The godfather when it comes to presenting livebaits, deadbaits or bunches of 
lobworm just off the bottom. The X-Strong Propeller U-Float is machined in 
one piece making it indestructible. The 3 wings make the U-Float rotate on 
the leader even in slow-flowing water. The swirling of the water caused by the 
rotation of the U-Float drives catfish into an aggressive frenzy. Available in the 
major colours glow-in-the-dark, UV red and black.

PROPELLER U-FLOAT SILENT

Low-noise version of the Propeller U-Float, manufactured without glass rattles. 
Equipped with robust light metal wings to emit strong pressure waves under 
water.

Code BS Content RRP £
5528 110 10 g 1 pcs 9.50
5528 120 20 g 1 pcs 9.50
5528 130 30 g 1 pcs 9.50
5528 140 40 g 1 pcs 9.50

Code BS RRP £
5562 001 100 g 2.99
5562 002 150 g 2.99
5562 003 200 g 2.99
5562 004 230 g 2.99

FLOAT

This float specially designed for drift fishing and 
shore angling can be used with the thickest lines 
without a hitch. The colouration ensures good 
visibility even in adverse weather.

Code BS RRP £
5565 001 15 g 2.75
5565 002 20 g 3.25

VIBRO UNDERWA-
TER FLOAT
With several noise-making capsules

Predator floats
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BC49BC48

Code BS RRP £
5566 001 100 g 4.49
5566 002 150 g 4.99
5566 003 250 g 6.50

CATFISH FLOAT

With insert tip and light stick adapter

Code BS RRP £
5564 001 100 g 3.75
5564 002 200 g 3.99
5564 003 300 g 4.25

CATFISH FLOAT

Round with snap light adaptor

CAT LIGHT DEPOT

The Cat Light Depot will light up your rod tips, buoys and floats when night fish-
ing. A collection of extremely bright snaplights in a Universal Box. Environmental-
ly friendly and ready to hand to go from the Cat Light Depot to your catfish rod.

Code Length Content RRP £
5545 001 45 mm 45 pcs 6.99

brown / Monster Crab

black / Happy Cadaver

red / Bloody Worm red / Stinky Calamaris

yellow / Smelly Fish

Monster Crab Bloody Worm Stinky Calamaris Smelly Fish Happy Cadaver
Contents brown red red yellow black RRP £

100 ml 3904 001 3904 002 3904 003 3904 004 3904 005 10.95

FLAVOUR SPRAY

Wels spray – allows the angler to spray deadbaits, worms and artificial lures 
as well as underwater floats and leader materials. The spray binds to the 
sprayed items and releases its incredible attractive effect beneath the surface.

Catfish accessories

RIG TUBE

Special rubber tube, extremely durable and elastic and ideal for a range of uses 
in modern catfish angling. Particularly useful for knot and hook protection, as 
a stopper rubber for underwater floats on monofilament leaders and for fixing 
the bait to the hook.

Code Length Ø Content Colour RRP £
6611 069 1,00 m 2 mm / 4 mm 1 pcs yellow 4.25
6611 070 1,00 m 3 mm / 7 mm 1 pcs yellow 4.49
6611 072 1,00 m 4 mm / 8 mm 1 pcs yellow 5.25

CAT PROP

A propeller to send Catfish into 
a spin! The propeller simply 
pushes onto the leader before 
bait and begins to spin like 
wild in the current. The rota-
tion attracts predators to the 
bait more quickly and incites 
them to bite.

Code Length Content RRP £
3199 001 5,5 cm 2 pcs 5.95

EVA U-FLOAT
A new development from Stefan Seuß. The EVA U-floats behave very incon-
spicuously beneath the surface and can be sprayed with attractors. The U-floats 
have a slender, inconspicuous shape and have already delivered outstanding 
catches during testing.

Code Length BS Content Colour RRP £
5560 006 6 cm 10 g 2 pcs black 1.60
5560 008 8 cm 15 g 2 pcs black 1.99
5560 010 10 cm 20 g 1 pcs black 2.25
5560 012 12 cm 30 g 1 pcs black 2.35
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BC50 BC51

Patent 
202016101519

DEAD FLOAT

This special U-float system brings deadbaits to life and produced fantastic catches 
during testing and development on waters where livebaiting is banned. The 
floating body is positioned just behind the head on the back of the deadbait and 
the clips are pushed into the sides of the fish. This restores the deadbait's realistic 
behaviour in the water and starts to produce a tantalising swimming motion in 
the current without twisting. Ideal in flowing water with slender deadbaits, such 
as trout, chub and asp.

Code BS Content Colour RRP £
5530 010 10 g 1 black 9.50
5530 020 20 g 1 black 8.50
5530 030 30 g 1 black 8.50
5530 040 40 g 1 black 8.50

Catfish accessories

MARKER BUOY

Code Ø Colour RRP £
5570 002 33 cm black 15.95

BITE INDICATOR REST

Screws easily onto the rod blank.

Code RRP £
6711 001 5.75

SILICONE SLEEVE

Silicone tube for catfish rigs and for hook protection. Highly versatile.

Code Length Ø Content RRP £
6612 005 25 mm 6 mm / 3 mm 10 pcs 3.49

BAIT STOP

Robust rubber stops for securing the  hook to the bait.

Code Length Ø Content RRP £
6149 000 15 mm 15 mm 10 pcs 2.49

SOFT BEAD

Code Length Content RRP £
6612 006 8 mm 10 pcs 1.85

HARD BEAD

Hard plastic beads for attaching winged 
U-floats to monofilament leaders up to a 
diameter of 1.4 mm. Material: Plastic

Code Ø Content Colour RRP £
6611 049 8 mm 50 pcs black 2.25

RUBBER STOP

Code Ø Content RRP £
6611 051 7 mm / 3 mm 10 pcs 1.35

RUBBER SHOCK BEAD

Code Ø Content RRP £
6611 050 10 mm 10 pcs 1.35

RUBBER LINE STOP

Code Size Content RRP £
3166 010 XXL 3 pcs 1.35

SILICON STOPPER, LONG

Robust silicone stoppers with threading assistance for flexible and variable 
securing and fixing of underwater floats on the leader.

Code Length Content RRP £
3166 020 10 mm 10 pcs 2.99

SILICON 
STOPPER, 
OVAL

Robust silicone stoppers 
with threading assistance 
for flexible and variable 
securing and fixing of 
underwater floats on the 
leader.

Code Length Content RRP £
3166 015 7 mm 10 pcs 2.35

POWER BOOM

Code Content RRP £
6617 005 2 pcs 1.85

CLONK LEAD

Code Weight Content RRP £
6040 060 60 g 1 pcs 7.50
6040 100 100 g 1 pcs 8.50
6040 160 160 g 1 pcs 9.99
6040 250 260 g 1 pcs 10.95
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BC52 BC53

FLOAT SINKER

A catfish weight with an elongated design, which means the weight has little 
water resistance and is perfectly suited to all floats and drift rigs. The Float 
Sinker can also be rigged perfectly as a front-zone weight in strong current 
directly above the baitfish.

Code Weight Content RRP £
6649 060 60 g 4 pcs 7.50
6649 080 80 g 4 pcs 8.99
6649 100 100 g 3 pcs 8.99
6649 120 120 g 3 pcs 9.99
6649 160 160 g 2 pcs 8.99
6649 200 200 g 2 pcs 10.95

FRONT ZONE WEIGHT

Coated catfish lead for freestyle and buoy rigs. The Front Zone Weight is fixed 
directly to the leader around 10 cm above the bait and ensures reliable bait 
presentation at the desired depth even in strong currents. When using livebaits, 
the Front Zone Weight also ensures a lower casting radius of the baitfish and 
hence a better catching rate.

Code Ø Weight Content Colour RRP £
6682 010 1,5 mm 10 g 3 pcs glow 4.99
6682 020 1,5 mm 20 g 3 pcs glow 4.99
6682 030 1,5 mm 30 g 2 pcs glow 4.99
6682 040 1,5 mm 40 g 2 pcs glow 4.99
6683 010 1,5 mm 10 g 3 pcs black dull 4.99
6683 020 1,5 mm 20 g 3 pcs black dull 4.99
6683 030 1,5 mm 30 g 2 pcs black dull 4.99
6683 040 1,5 mm 40 g 2 pcs black dull 4.99

LINE DIVER

Special sinking lead for catfish angling. When catfish angling, it can be very 
important in many situations to sink the main line of a laid-out rig to prevent 
boats from sailing over the line, for instance, or to present a rig inconspicuously 
beneath the surface. When fishing with a U-Float on a river, it is also advisable 
to use a Line Diver to allow flotsam and grass on the water to simply drift over 
the tightened line and to counteract the line noises created in the current. The 
line clip of the Line Diver can be adjusted to any line diameter, holding the 
main line securely beneath the surface. When striking or pulling sharply on the 
rig, the Line Diver is tripped and releases the line. The Line Diver is attached to 
the bank or boat via a 20-metre mooring line with a handle.

Code Length Weight Content RRP £
6202 450 20 m 450 g 1 pcs 12.95

CAT BOMB

Specially coasted catfish lead for all leger and casting rigs. With its flat design 
and nodules, the lead can withstand even strong currents and is highly incon-
spicuous on stillwaters, lying flat on the bottom while creating reliable coun-
ter-pressure on the rig when a fish bites to ensure secure hooking in the mouth 
of the catfish.

Code Weight Colour RRP £
3121 250 250 g black dull 5.95
3121 350 350 g black dull 5.95

black self-luminous

Weight Content black self-luminous RRP £
80 g 1 pcs 3145 080 3145 081 5.49

120 g 1 pcs 3145 120 3145 121 6.25
160 g 1 pcs 3145 160 3145 161 7.50
200 g 1 pcs 3145 200 3145 201 8.99

CAT BALL

The Cat Ball is without doubt the most effective way to build effective vertical 
rigs. The vertical head comprises a heavy lead covered with a rubber coating in 
glow-in-the-dark or matt black colours and has a round design with a flattened 
underside. This allows the bait to be presented on the bottom without making 
a sound. Two stainless steel eyes protruding at 90-degree angles offer the per-
fect fixing points for the main line and the bait and enable rapid baiting as well 
as extended bait presentation without tangling.

SILICONE 
TUBE

Silicone tube for catfish rigs 
and for hook protection

Code Length Ø Colour RRP £
6612 004 1 m 5 mm / 2 mm black 3.49

SILICONE 
TUBE

Silicone tube for catfish rigs 
and for hook protection. 
Highly versatile.

Code Length Ø Colour RRP £
6612 001 1 m 4 mm / 2 mm clear 3.49
6612 002 1 m 5 mm / 2 mm clear 3.99
6612 003 1 m 6 mm / 4 mm clear 4.25

special leads

BREAKING LINE

Ready-tied release lines for stone, freestyle and buoy rigs. With a handy pack of 
10 within easy reach, catfish anglers can react to any situation. Time-consum-
ing tying of release lines is now a thing of the past.

Code Ø Content BS Colour RRP £
4282 030 0,30 mm 10 pcs 6,00 kg / 13,20 lbs yellow 1.15
4282 035 0,35 mm 10 pcs 7,10 kg / 15,70 lbs yellow 1.15
4282 040 0,40 mm 10 pcs 9,60 kg / 21,20 lbs yellow 1.15

Code Content Colour RRP £
6650 001 3 pcs black 3.25

RUBBER BOOM

SIDE PLANER

Planers in two different sizes with release clip. Enables rigs to be held out in the 
current away from the shore. After a bite it releases and slides up underneath 
the leader knot so it does not interfere in the fight.

Code Length RRP £
6329 001 15 cm 10.95
6329 002 20 cm 12.95

glow black dull
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BC54 BC55BC55BC54

DEAD BAIT PUNCHER

An innovative and all-round puncher for all types of baitfish. The 
Puncher was specially developed by Stefan Seuß for presenting 
attractive deadbaits. The sharp, offset insert tube penetrates like a 
razor blade into the back of the deadbait and removes the loin with 
a simple twist of the Puncher. The resulting hollow in the baitfish 
can now be filled with deadbait sticks or cork sticks, lending the 
deadbait a natural, neutral buoyancy. In the current, the deadbait 
starts to swim very realistically and will trick any catfish in the river.

Code Length RRP £
6360 001 40 cm 17.95

CORK STICKS

Environmentally-friendly cork sticks for presenting 
deadbaits.

Code Length Ø Content RRP £
6362 001 5 cm 11 mm 6 pcs 6.99

SINGLE HOOK RIG WITH RATTLE

Special ready-made leader comprising a single hook with a rattle that can be 
used with all bait types and angling methods.

Code Model Length Hook Size Content BS RRP £
4336 114 L 1,20 m 6/0 1 pcs 100 kg 6.50
4336 115 XL 1,20 m 8/0 1 pcs 100 kg 6.50

U-FLOAT RIG TREBLE HOOK

Special ready-made leader comprising a treble hook and EVA underwater float 
for presenting baitfish and lobworm just off the bottom.

Code Model Length Hook Size Content BS RRP £
4336 116 L 1,20 m 2/0 1 pcs 100 kg 7.50
4336 117 XL 1,20 m 3/0 1 pcs 100 kg 7.75

U-FLOAT RIG SINGLE HOOK

Special ready-made leader comprising a single hook and EVA underwater float 
for presenting baitfish and lobworm just off the bottom.

Code Model Length Hook Size Content BS RRP £
4336 118 L 1,20 m 8/0 1 pcs 100 kg 7.50
4336 119 XL 1,20 m 10/0 1 pcs 100 kg 7.50

Rigs

PELLET AND CHUNK RIG

Special ready-made leader for use with pellets and boilies for targeting catfish. 
The bait can simply be looped on while the hair rig ensures perfect bait pres-
entation and reliable hooking.

Code Model Length Hook Size Content BS RRP £
4336 130 Short Hair 1,00 m 5/0 2 pcs 100 kg 10.95
4336 131 Short Hair 1,00 m 6/0 2 pcs 100 kg 10.95
4336 132 Long Hair 1,00 m 5/0 2 pcs 100 kg 10.95
4336 133 Long Hair 1,00 m 6/0 2 pcs 100 kg 10.95
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BC56 BC57

BIG BAIT GHOST RIG

Special ready-made leader with three hooks comprising one BC Mega single 
hook and two Ghost Hooks for presenting large baitfish when buoy fishing or 
legering.

Code Model Length Hook Size Content BS RRP £
4336 120 L 1,40 m 8/0/3/0 1 pcs 100 kg 11.95
4336 121 XL 1,40 m 10/0/4/0 1 pcs 100 kg 11.95

BOUY AND BOAT GHOST SINGLE HOOK 
RIG
Special ready-made leader with two hooks comprising one single hook and one 
Ghost Hook for presenting deadbaits and livebaits.

Code Model Length Hook Size Content BS RRP £
4336 122 L 1,40 m 6/0 1 pcs 100 kg 8.25
4336 123 XL 1,40 m 7/0 1 pcs 100 kg 8.25

BOUY AND BOAT GHOST DOUBLE 
HOOK RIG
Special ready-made leader with two hooks comprising one single hook and one 
Ghost Hook for presenting deadbaits and livebaits.

Code Model Length Hook Size Content BS RRP £
4336 124 L 1,40 m 6/0/3/0 1 pcs 100 kg 8.99
4336 125 XL 1,40 m 7/0/4/0 1 pcs 100 kg 9.99

U-FLOAT GHOST RIG

Special ready-made leader with an EVA underwater float and two hooks com-
prising one single hook and one Ghost Hook for presenting deadbaits and 
livebaits in flowing water.

Code Model Length Hook Size Content BS RRP £
4336 126 L 1,80 m 6/0/3/0 1 pcs 100 kg 9.99
4336 127 XL 1,80 m 7/0/4/0 1 pcs 100 kg 10.95

BIG BAIT RIG

Special rig for deadbait angling with larger baits, with two trebles and one 
single hook.

Code Model Length Hook Size BS RRP £
4336 101 L 140 cm 8/0/2/0 100 kg / 220 lbs 9.99
4336 102 XL 140 cm 10/0/3/0 100 kg / 220 lbs 9.99

SUBFLOAT WORM AND CALAMARI RIG

Special leader with rattle for presenting bunches of worms and squid just off 
the bottom. The U-float makes the bait hang tantalisingly in open water. The 
leader is designed for use in flowing water while the rattle attracts the wels.

Code Model Length Hook Size BS RRP £
4336 103 L 180 cm 2/0/6/0 100 kg / 220 lbs 9.99
4336 104 XL 180 cm 3/0/7/0 100 kg / 220 lbs 9.99

Rigs

HAIR RIG

The BC Hair Rig is a special leader for use with livebaits and deadbaits as well 
as bunches of lobworm.

Code Model Length Hook Size BS RRP £
4336 105 L 200 cm 4/0/8/0 100 kg / 220 lbs 9.99
4336 106 XL 200 cm 6/0/10/0 100 kg / 220 lbs 9.99

UNDERWATER FLOAT RIG

Special leader for presenting baitfish just off the bottom. The baitfish hovers 
above the bottom thanks to the U-float. The leader is suited to both flowing 
water and stillwaters.

Code Model Length Hook Size BS RRP £
4336 107 L 180 cm 2/0/5/0 100 kg / 220 lbs 9.99
4336 108 XL 180 cm 3/0/6/0 100 kg / 220 lbs 9.99
4336 109 XXL 180 cm 4/0/7/0 100 kg / 220 lbs 9.99
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BC58 BC59BC58

BOUY AND BOAT RIG

Universal leader with one treble and one single hook.

Code Model Length Hook Size BS RRP £
4336 110 L 140 cm 2/0/6/0 100 kg / 220 lbs 8.25
4336 111 XL 140 cm 3/0/7/0 100 kg / 220 lbs 8.25

GOBY RIG

Special leader for presenting small fish or bunches of lobworm on a clip system. 
The leader is particularly successful on rivers and works miracles on the German 
Rhine when fished with gobies.

Code Model Length Hook Size BS RRP £
4336 112 L 200 cm 2/0/8/0 100 kg / 220 lbs 9.99
4336 113 XL 200 cm 3/0/10/0 100 kg / 220 lbs 9.99

SPIN RIG

Special rig for spinning. Prevents the lure from 
tangling on the cast and protects against biting.

Code Length BS RRP £
4336 008 50 cm 100 kg 6.50

copper

gold

silver

Length Weight Content Hook Size copper gold silver RRP £
9 cm 60 g 1 pcs 2/0 3096 060 3096 160 3096 260 13.95
9 cm 85 g 1 pcs 2/0 3096 085 3096 185 3096 285 16.95

BATTLE RIVER SPOON

The long-range hunter for catfish anglers. With its perfect shape, the Battle River Spoon is ideal for ultra-long casting and creates strong pressure waves beneath the 
surface on the retrieve. Even with a slow retrieve in a strong current, the spoon wobbles tantalisingly and imitates catfish’s prey. The spinner blade on the treble hook 
provides additional attraction and closely resembles the flapping caudal fin of an escaping prey fish. The slender design makes the spoon perfect for fishing beneath 
weirs and in rapid currents with strong turbulence. The Battle River Spoon can be retrieved either slowly in deep layers of water or quickly along the surface. The per-
fect spoon for active river fishing.

copper

gold

silver

Length Weight Hook Size copper gold silver RRP £
10 cm 45 g 2/0 3095 045 3095 145 3095 245 12.95
10 cm 60 g 2/0 3095 065 3095 165 3095 265 14.95
10 cm 85 g 2/0 3095 085 3095 185 3095 285 16.95

BATTLE SPOON

The Battle Spoon has been specially developed by BC Team anglers for fishing with spoons for catfish. The special design creates a striking lateral motion beneath the 
surface and provides perfect flight properties when casting to reach even remote hotspots. The moment it hits the surface of the water, the Battle Spoon creates a 
thudding sound that drives catfish into a frenzy, while the strong lateral swimming motion creates swirling under the water and allows the lure to be slowly retrieved 
while perfectly imitating medium-sized prey.

Rigs
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BC60 BC61

hot olive fire tiger red head

baitfish

Length hot olive fire tiger red head baitfish RRP £
18 cm 3530 001 3530 002 3530 003 3530 004 5.95

CAT SHAD

At a length of 18 cm, the Cat Shad is an all-round shad for the active catfish angler. Whether on a 
river or lake, whether fished vertically or rapidly retrieved on a spinning rod, the BC Shad creates lat-
eral movement when used with light weight heads and produces enormous pressure waves with its 
pronounced tail rudder. The compact body allows the BC Shad to remain highly stable even in strong 
currents and on fast retrievals. Ideally suited to combining with the Black Cat Shad Claw Rig.

hot olive fire tiger red head

baitfish

Length hot olive fire tiger red head baitfish RRP £
20 cm 3531 001 3531 002 3531 003 3531 004 5.95

CAT TWISTER

The Cat Twister was developed in collaboration with our European BC team for active catfish 
angling and produced outstanding catches during testing. The sickle tail, which is specially adjust-
ed to the body size, flutters even on a very slow retrieval or during the sinking phase and can be 
fished vertically or for spinning. Ideally suited to combining with the Black Cat Shad Claw Rig.

Shad

fire tiger baitfish

Length Weight Content Hook Size Hook fire tiger baitfish RRP £
100 mm 60 g 1 pcs 4 2 3458 001 3458 101 7.95
115 mm 90 g 1 pcs 2 2 3458 002 3458 102 8.99
125 mm 120 g 1 pcs 1 2 3458 003 3458 103 9.99

BC VIBE

High-frequency active lure for boat and bank anglers. The BC Vibe is the product of prolonged testing by the Black Cat team and creates strong vibrations under water 
that drives catfish into a frenzy. The Vibe can be fished vertically from a drifting boat, whereby the lure is accelerated with a jerking rod motion before being allowed 
to tumble downwards again shortly after in a sinking phase controlled by the angler. For bank anglers, the Vibe is suited to all-round use like a spinner, being retrieved 
after casting at a steady rate from the bottom, up through all layers of water to the surface. Thanks to its special design, including a fat stomach and a narrow back, 
the rubber-coated full-lead lure creates extreme pressure waves that no catfish can resist. To minimise missed bites, there are additional hooks in the stomach and tail 
areas. Both extra-strong treble hooks are coated with the tried and trusted DG Coating!

yellow/black glow in the dark

Weight Hook Size BS yellow/black glow in the dark RRP £
60 g 3/0 100 6250 080 6250 081 14.95

100 g 3/0 100 6250 120 6250 121 14.95
130 g 3/0 100 6250 160 6250 161 17.95
170 g 3/0 100 6250 200 6250 201 19.95

BATTLE TEASER SILENT

Special teaser for clonking and vertical fishing. The long rubber ten-
tacles make the lure pulsate tantalisingly under the water, attracting 
even timid catfish on heavily fished estuaries to the hook. This highly 
unique catfish teaser does not use glass beads and proves its effec-
tiveness especially on days when bites are at a premium!
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BC62 BC63

yellow/black glow in the dark

Weight Hook Size BS Action yellow/black glow in the dark RRP £
80 g 3/0 100 sinking 6077 080 6077 082 14.95

120 g 3/0 100 sinking 6077 120 6077 122 16.95
160 g 3/0 100 sinking 6077 160 6077 162 17.95
200 g 3/0 100 sinking 6077 200 6077 202 19.95

BATTLE TEASER

The Battle Teaser, equipped with glass beads, is a catching machine for 
active anglers. The Teaser can be used as a lure when fishing with a 
catfish clonk or can also be jigged closely along the bottom as a vertical 
lure. The rubber tentacles pulsate tantalisingly in the water while the 
glass beads emit a loud, clanking sound in the water, which ramps up the 
aggression of the catfish.

black/yellow motor oil glow in the dark

Weight Hook Size BS black/yellow motor oil glow in the dark RRP £
120 g 2/0 100 6260 120 6260 121 6260 122 13.95
160 g 2/0 100 6260 160 6260 161 6260 162 15.95
200 g 2/0 100 6260 200 6260 201 6260 202 16.95

SMELLY TEASER

Special teaser for active fishing with a catfish clonk or vertical fish-
ing. The lure feature imitation leather tentacles that absorb attrac-
tors and leave behind a tantalising trail of aromas in the water. The 
imitation leather tentacles support a positive hooking effect since 
they hang in the teeth of catfish when they suck in the lure.

Rigs

STEFAN SEUSS SPECIAL CLONK

Stefan Seuß brings another absolute gem among catfish clonks to the market 
in this special catfish clonk design. Thanks to its special shaft design, the clonk 
can be quickly mastered even by beginners, to create clean pressure waves 
beneath the water that will attract catfish.

Code Length RRP £
6328 008 40 cm 47.95

CATFISH CLONK SHALLOW WATER

Special Catfish clonk for use on calm waters with depths of up to 6 m.

Code Length RRP £
6328 004 37 cm 26.95

CATFISH CLONK DEEP WATER

Special catfish clonk for depths of 5 to 20 m. The clonk creates incredibly 
strong pressure waves.

Code Length RRP £
6328 005 37 cm 26.95

DZ CARBON CLONK

A refined carbon clonk developed by French team angler Jérémy Dizdarevic. 
Easy to use and with a penetrating sound effect, the clonk draws catfish to the 
swim.

Code Model Length Colour RRP £
6328 010 Long Shaft 49 cm carbon 66.60

See page BC49 for matching 
flavour sprays.
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BC64 BC65

BOAT BAG

Transport bag for clothing, sleeping bag and equipment. Material: 100% Pol-
yester

Code Model Length Ø RRP £
8529 001 L 60 cm 35 cm 55.95
8529 002 XL 75 cm 40 cm 61.60

FLEX BOX

The Flex Box is designed for transporting catfish tackle. From leads and floats 
to hooks and leader materials, all of these important accessories can be stored 
safely and tidily in the Flex Box. With its transparent lid, the Flex Box offers the 
angler the benefit of easily being able to view the contents of the box from the 
outside. Flex Boxes are available in different sizes and can be ideally transported 
in the Flex Box Carrier to save space. Material: EVA 0,8mm with PVC CLEAN

Code Model Width Height Depth RRP £
8061 070 Medium 24 cm 6 cm 13 cm 11.95
8061 071 Large 24 cm 12 cm 20 cm 11.95

FLEX BOX CARRIER

Waterproof storage bag for small accessories and 
BC Flex Boxes for stationary and active anglers. 
The robust EVA external material is very flexible 
and can be stored efficiently anywhere. The water-
proof and washable outer skin makes the Flex Box 
Carrier an indispensable companion on the water. 
Fitted with a hardtop lid with zip fastener that 
runs over the edge, preventing rainwater penetra-
tion. Includes a shoulder strap and carry handles. 
Ideal for fishing from the bank or on a boat. The 
Flex Box Carrier has an additional side pocket for 
pliers. Material: EVA

Code Length Width Height RRP £
8543 001 40 cm 24 cm 25 cm 61.95

Carryall

BATTLE CAT CARRYALL

This special bag provides room for everything you will need on a multi-day catfish trip. The bag even offers sufficient storage space for food and clothing. The external 
material and carry handles are highly robust and protect important equipment from dirt and moisture. Material: 100% Nylon Polychlorid coated

Code Length Width Height Colour RRP £
8533 001 68 cm 41 cm 35 cm khaki 83.30

BATTLE CAT SPINNING BAG

Shoulder bag for spinning and active anglers with two plastic boxes, providing adequate room for spoons, soft lures and clonk teasers. The bag is comfortable to wear 
and water and dirt-resistant. Material: 100% Nylon Polychlorid coated

Code Length Width Height Colour RRP £
8534 001 38 cm 25 cm 10 cm khaki 42.95
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BC66 BC67BC66 BC67

BATTLE CAT HOLDALL

Robust rod transport bag for up to three rigged-up catfish rods with large reel section. The small side pockets are ideal for gloves and various small accessories such 
as leaders and hooks, while the large side pocket can be used to safely transport banksticks with diverters. The bag can be comfortably worn as a rucksack. Material: 
100% Nylon Polychlorid coated

Code Length Width Height Colour RRP £
8539 001 180 cm 35 cm 35 cm khaki 106.60

BATTLE CAT SINGLE ROD BAG

Robust single-rod transport bag for rigged-up catfish rods with a strong handle and extra-large reel bag, providing space for even large fixed-spool reels and multipliers. 
The bag can be opened with a continuous zip fastener along the entire length. Material: 100% Nylon Polychlorid coated

Code Length Height Colour RRP £
8538 001 155 cm 30 cm khaki 42.95
8538 002 180 cm 30 cm khaki 44.95
8538 003 210 cm 30 cm khaki 44.95

Carryall

EXTREME BAG

The Black Cat Extreme Bags are produced in a unique, waterproof and ultra-strong storm fabric and have a roll-top design with a double-clip system. The bags are 
100% waterproof and mud-resistant to protect important equipment and clothing. The medium bag is ideal for storing clothing, shoes, bedchair covers and valuables 
such as keys, wallets and rod licences. The large bag provides sufficient room for large sleeping bags and numerous items of clothing. Material: 100% Polyurethane

Code Length Width Height Size Colour RRP £
8541 001 60 cm 35 cm 20 cm L khaki 32.95
8541 002 90 cm 50 cm 15 cm XL khaki 44.95
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BC68 BC69

EXTREME BEDCHAIR COVER

The Extreme Bedchair Cover has been specially developed for fishing from the bank or the boat and for sleeping in the open air at any time of year. The BC Extreme 
fabric is 100% waterproof and protects the angler's sleeping bag and bedchair from rain and dirt. The cover has robust clips on the bottom, allowing it to be attached 
to the bedchair to provide reliable protection even during wind and storms. The over-sized design ensures protection for all bedchair models on the market. The metal 
eyes in the fabric also allow the Extreme Bedchair Cover to be used as a shelter or tarpaulin with the aid of a few handles and a bankstick. Material: 100% Polyure-
thane

Code Length Width Colour RRP £
8541 003 225 cm 107 cm khaki 83.30

EXTREME BEDCHAIR BAG

This waterproof Bedchair Bag will protect the angler from dirt and mud, sheltering the bedchair from extreme weather both during transport and at the water's edge.
This ideal choice for those anglers who use a boat to transport their equipment during a session. The XL Bedchair Bag has a shoulder strap and carry handles to make 
transport even easier and provides adequate room for all current bedchair models. Even your sleeping bag and a bivvy table can be transported in the Bedchair Bag. 
Material: 100% Polyurethane

Code Length Width Colour RRP £
8541 004 104 cm / 30 cm 88 cm khaki 71.60

Carryall

Supplied 
without line.

LEADER DISPENSER BAG

Special wels leader bag that allows you to neatly store three leader spools and 
to roll off the required leader material from the spool in the bag. Material: 
100% Nylon

Code Ø Width Colour Compartments RRP £
8515 013 15 cm 11 cm black/yellow 4 16.95

RIG WALLET

Special protective wallet for Catfish rigs. All rigs are stored in a plastic sleeve, 
protected against dirt and water. Material: 100% Nylon

Code Length Width RRP £
8515 002 19 cm 30 cm 19.95

EXTREME OVAL UMBRELLA

Extra-large umbrella with the popular Nubrolly concept. The shaft can be screwed in laterally 
and thus does not interfere in the centre under the canopy. The solid aluminium ground spike is 
designed to withstand the most extreme conditions and is indestructible. The oval design offers 
so much space that even modern carp bedchairs with a length of 2.10 m will fit underneath. The 
extra robust workmanship with sealed seams and especially robust rib holders makes this umbrella 
very durable. Additional features such as 4 eyelets for tent pegs/tensioning ropes in the rear area 
as well as 4 storm pole adapters at the front round off the complete package. This umbrella is 
built for the most extreme situations. Inluding 4 Bivvy Pegs. Material: 100% Nylon Polychlorid 
coated

Code Width Height Depth RRP £
9983 345 345 cm 260 cm 305 cm 134.90
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BC70 BC71

ROPE KEEPER

Special mesh bag for transport and ventilated storage of wels rope, wels sheet 
and wels gloves. Material: 100% Polyester

Code Length Width Height RRP £
8517 053 22 cm 30 cm 22 cm 14.95

BAIT KEEPER

Small, compact keepnet for keeping live bait etc. fresh and close to your boat.  
With buoyancy ring to keep it upright and swimming. Can be closed from the 
top.

Code Ø Width Height Mesh RRP £
7049 001 55 cm 39 cm 70 cm 8 x 5 mm 37.95

BAITFISH TUNNEL

Special keepnet for boat and bank anglers. A wire spiral on the interior pre-
vents the keepnet from collapsing and provides an optimal and protective hold-
er for baitfish whether on stillwaters or in strong currents. The keepnet folds 
away economically for transport. Material: 40% Polyester, 60% Polychlorid

Code Length Ø Mesh RRP £
7049 002 0,75 m 55 cm 2 x 8 mm 55.95

KEEP NET

Special keepnet for catfish anglers. The landing net mesh is rubberised to pro-
tect fish skin. The net length of 3 m allows it to be held securely whether on 
flowing waters or stillwaters. The landing net can be safely sealed on the top 
side via a pull mechanism. The robust strap also makes it ideal for boat anglers.

Code Length Ø Mesh RRP £
7055 001 3,00 m 45 cm 7 x 5 mm 66.60

Holdall

BAIT NET

Baitfish hand net for boat and shore anglers. The rubberised net protects fish 
skin. The landing net is perfectly suited to catching baitfish quickly and reliably 
from a keepnet or transport container.

Code Length Width Height Mesh RRP £
7040 001 0,60 m 31,50 cm 21,00 cm 15 x 10 mm 27.95

UNHOOKING MAT

Large, robust cover in Black Cat design, protects  catfish from stoney and hard 
surfaces. Material: 100% Polyurethane

Code Length Width RRP £
8517 022 300 cm 200 cm 49.95

UNHOOKING AND  WEIGHING MAT

Hard-wearing unhooking mat that can also be used as a weighing mat. Can 
comfortably hold fish up to 100 kg. Material: 100% Nylon Polychlorid coated

Code Length Width RRP £
8517 025 2,30 m 1,00 m 91.60

BED CHAIR COVER

Fleece cover with water and dirt-resistant surface. The cover can be used either 
as a sleeping bag cover or, in the warmer months, as a blanket at the water's 
edge. A particular highlight is the integrated mosquito net in the upper ceiling 
area, which can be pulled across above the angler's head in the event of a 
mosquito invasion and offer protection. Material: 100% Polyurethane

Code Length Width Weight RRP £
9980 034 2,10 m 148 cm 1,7 kg 66.60
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BC72 BC73

8061 050

8061 051

8061 052

8061 054

8061 053

8061 055

Brolly & Umbrellas

5.000 mm water resti-
stance

SPECIAL BOAT CAVE II

The new edition of the innovative boat tent from Black Cat has been upgraded with a suspended inner tent to prevent condensation. This addition makes the Boat 
Cave 2.0 completely unique. The robust external material with a water column of 5,000 mm provides optimal protection against adverse weather. The centrally-divided 
entrance door that extends down to the floor of the boat also protects the interior of the Boat Cave from windy conditions. The internal Velcro pockets allow the door 
to be weighed down with lead weights to prevent uncontrollable flapping in the wind. Large transparent windows allow a clear view of your rods. Alternatively, the 
rainproof front can be replaced with a mosquito net, offering protection from insects on mild summer evenings. The separated spreader poles ensure optimal transport 
dimensions and a more lightweight design; includes a tent bag for easy storage. The three proven frame supports, which stabilise the Boat Cave 2.0 in stormy weath-
er and during transport, have been extended with two additional supports near the bow door. These increase stability significantly further again. Note: no liability is 
accepted for air flow damage when travelling at excessive speeds. The bow door, which has been upgraded with an all-round Velcro strip for better rainproofing, also 
enables entry/exit and anchoring when the Boat Cave 2.0 is erected. A further innovation on the Boat Cave 2.0 is the extension of the proven 2-arch design with a 
third arch at the rear of the tent. The third arch can also be braced with small telescopic poles where necessary, acting as an awning to provide further protection of 
approx. 30 cm in the interior of the tent. Thanks to the individual fixing points in the form of D-rings, the Boat Cave 2.0 can be securely fastened to many common 
boat types both in its standard length of 3.60 m and in the shortened version of 3.3 m. On the shortened version, the front telescopic arch is lowered by approx. 15 
cm. The Boat Cave 2.0 can be erected on fishing / catfish boats between 1.85 m and 2.2 m wide. The optimal usable width is 2 m. Material: 100% Polyurethane

Code Length Width Height Weight Content RRP £
9982 037 335 cm 220 cm 105 cm 7,34 kg 1 pcs 499.00

TACKLE KEEPER

Tackle Keeper – the intelligent system boxes from Black Cat! 
High-quality X-Strong plastic material with UV protection to pre-
serve the colouring of your lures mean that these tackle boxes 
are not only durable but also protect your lures and their mate-
rials. The different compartments in each model offer you the 
flexibility to create your own individual box for your tackle. The 
clips are removable, and provide a good grip and optimal clo-
sure. The transparent lid also offers you a good overview of your 
small accessories. The Tackle Keepers are also ‘worm-proof’, i.e. 
resistant to plasticisers, and therefore suitable for all soft lures. 
Available in 6 versions.

Code Model Compartments Length Width Height Weight RRP £
8061 050 S36 shallow 36 28 cm 17 cm 4 cm 320 g 7.95
8061 051 D30 deep 30 28 cm 17 cm 10 cm 575 g 12.95
8061 052 S48 shallow 48 35 cm 22 cm 5 cm 515 g 11.95
8061 053 S24 shallow 24 35 cm 22 cm 5 cm 535 g 11.95
8061 054 D12 deep 12 35 cm 22 cm 10 cm 760 g 17.95
8061 055 D15 deep 15 35 cm 22 cm 10 cm 800 g 17.95
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BC74 BC75

SKULL HOODY

Material: 100% Cotton. Gram weight: 220 g/m²

Code Size RRP £
8455 001 M 39.95
8455 002 L 39.95
8455 003 XL 39.95
8455 004 XXL 39.95
8455 005 XXXL 39.95

HOODIE

Material: 80% Cotton, 20% Polyester. Gram weight: 360 g/m²

Code Size Colour RRP £
8434 001 M black 39.95
8434 002 L black 39.95
8434 003 XL black 39.95
8434 004 XXL black 39.95
8434 005 XXXL black 39.95

LONGSLEEVE SHIRT

Material: 100% Cotton. Gram weight: 260 g/m²

Code Size Colour RRP £
8430 002 L black 31.95
8430 003 XL black 31.95
8430 004 XXL black 31.95
8430 005 XXXL black 31.95

Clothing

T-SHIRT

Material: 100% Cotton. Gram weight: 200 g/m²

Code Size Colour RRP £
8432 001 M black 12.95
8432 002 L black 12.95
8432 003 XL black 12.95
8432 004 XXL black 12.95
8432 005 XXXL black 12.95

RAIN JACKET

Black Cat Outdoor Raincoat. Highly functional raincoat for all weather condi-
tions. The outer material is breathable, water and dirt-resistant and dries very 
quickly. All zip fasteners are protected with waterproof rubber, while the hood 
moulds perfectly to the angler's head thanks to a bendable wire. The jacket 
has a lightweight design, making it the perfect companion for any time of year. 
Material: 100% Polyester. Gram weight: 130 g/m²

Code Size Colour RRP £
8994 003 XL black/yellow 148.30
8994 004 XXL black/yellow 148.30

RAIN BIB'N'BRACE

Black Cat Outdoor Rain Trousers. 
Highly functional trousers for all 
weather conditions. The outer 
material is breathable, water and 
dirt-resistant and dries very quickly. 
Neoprene protectors on the knee 
and buttock areas offer protection 
from external influences such as 
sharp stones, water and mud. All zip 
fasteners are protected with water-
proof rubber. The trousers are of a 
lightweight design, making them 
the perfect companion for any time 
of year. Material: 100% Polyester. 
Gram weight: 130 g/m²

Code Size Colour RRP £
8995 002 L black/yellow 131.60
8995 003 XL black/yellow 131.60
8995 004 XXL black/yellow 131.60

SCRAFT

Multi-functional garment that can be used as a headband, cap or bandanna. 
The Scraft offers optimal protection from the sun, wind or cold all year round. 
Low on storage space, this essential companion can fit in any fishing luggage. 
Material: 100% Polypropylene

Code RRP £
9301 001 7.95
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BC76 BC77

SEAT SAVER

Stylish car seat cover in modern BC design, suitable for all cars. Material: 100% 
Polyester

Code Content Colour RRP £
9906 001 1 pcs black 16.95

SUNGLASSES BATTLE CAT

The Battle Cat sunglasses combine a stylish design with optimal protection for 
the angler's eyes. The yellow mirrored lenses ensure comfortable vision during 
strong sunshine and enable brighter vision in poor weather. The glasses impress 
with a high level of comfort, making them the ideal partner for both fishing 
trips and leisure wear.

Code RRP £
8910 015 27.95

WILD CATZ SUNGLASSES

Code RRP £
8910 016 27.95

LED LANCER BEANIE

This stylish hat is very comfortable and features an integrated LED lamp. Wast-
ing time looking for your head torch in the dark is a thing of the past. Even 
when sleeping on your bedchair, if you are wearing the hat, your light source 
is always on your head and ready to go. Material: 73% acryl, 27% polyester 
Batteries: 2x CR2032 (not included).

Code Size RRP £
9788 100 uni 9.99

Miscellaneous

CAP

Material: 100% Cotton. Gram weight: 72 g/m²

Code Model RRP £
9788 024 Black Cat 8.25

RAPPER CAP

Material: 98% Cotton, 2% Spandex. Gram weight: 85 g/m²

Code RRP £
9788 005 8.25

TRUCKER CAP

Material: 100% Cotton, Mesh 100% Polyester

Code Size Colour RRP £
9788 090 uni black/yellow 8.25

CAT CLOGS

Robust and comfortable shoe for the water and at home. The Cat Clog has a sporty look, a very comfortable fit, is easy to 
clean and dries quickly. The ventilation openings distributed around the shoe ensure better breathability and safe wearing 
comfort on the bank and even in the water. The outer material is light as a feather and provides secure protection for the 
feet at the fishing spot. The heel strap can be folded back to any position to provide secure support or forward so that the 
angler can quickly slip from the bedchair into the shoe when a fish bites. Material: EVA/Polychlorid

Code Size RRP £
9310 040 40 14.95
9310 041 41 14.95
9310 042 42 14.95
9310 043 43 14.95
9310 044 44 14.95
9310 045 45 14.95
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BC78 BC79

BC UNIVERSAL BUCKET

The Black Cat Bucket is an important accessory to have at the water. Whether you want to transport bait, 
small accessories or electronic items protected against dirt and moisture, the BC Bucket is the perfect option. 
The buckets can also be stacked and stands firm. Boat anglers in particular will come to love this packing 
option. The Black Cat Bucket is extremely durable. A grown man can easily stand on the bucket without 
damaging it. Material: 100% Polypropylene

Code Length Height Depth Colour max. Weight RRP £
8514 001 38 cm 29 cm 29 cm black 22 l 16.95

CHUNKS

Highly attractive catfish boilie. Thanks to its huge 
dimensions the boilie is highly distinctive and 
stays on the rig for long periods while pellets, 
for example, need replacing more often.  Strong 
smelling ingredients attract the barbel hunters to 
the bait from great distances. The aroma has been 
optimised during prolonged testing by the Black 
Cat Team. A genuine alternative to deadbaits and 
pellets.

Code Ø Contents RRP £
3939 001 50 mm 3 kg 44.95

MONSTER MULLET

Finally it is available, the Mega Boilie, especially 
designed for Catfish. Made of a mixture of several 
liver and blood meals in conjunction with fish 
extracts, it attracts the giant predators over huge 
distances. The catches will surprise you!

Code Ø Contents RRP £
3939 002 50 mm 3 kg 39.95

DIP

The matching dip for Black Cat Chunks, with a 
base of strong smelling extracts with aromas of 
blood, meat and liver –  perfect for giving Black 
Cat Chunks or catfish pellets an additional boost. 
Particularly pasty and binding for lasting attrac-
tion.

Code Contents RRP £
3939 020 150 ml 11.95

Bait buckets

CATFISH GLOVES

Maximum grip coated landing glove. Prevents hand injuries. Delivered in a 
pair. Material: 30% Polychloride, 55% Nylon, 5% Rubber, 10% Cotton. Gram 
weight: 295 g/m²

Code RRP £
9790 005 16.95

ROD DISPLAY

Code Width Height Depth RRP £
9963 507 60 cm 105 cm 43 cm 199.00

MEASURING TAPE

Length: 10m. Flexible, yet extremely durable. Measures any catfish in no time 
at all.

Code RRP £
9890 011 6.25
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BC80

LANYARD KEYCHAIN

Lanyard to prevent any objects from being lost in 
the water.

Code RRP £
9949 006 4.49

STICKER

Code Width Height RRP £
9949 008 21,0 cm 14,8 cm 1.45
9971 955 42 cm 10 cm 1.35

CATFISH STICKER

Code Width Height RRP £
9949 033 8,0 cm 7,0 cm 0.50

BATTLE CAT STICKER

Code Width Height RRP £
9949 031 12 cm 8 cm 1.45

STICKER

Code Width Height RRP £
9949 076 14,5 cm 9,5 cm 0.90

STICKER

Special high-tech boat sticker with certified seawater resistance. Highly UV-resistant thanks to the use of 
screen printing. The UV resistance lasts several years depending on use and the intensity of the actual radia-
tion. Material: Polychlorid adhesive film, P4 polyacrylate high-tech adhesive with certified seawater resistance

Code Width Height RRP £
9949 052 119 cm 45 cm 6.75

BOWFLAG

Includes flag, pole, base plate and bag.

Code Width Height RRP £
9966 051 60 cm 260 cm 159.00

FLAG

Material: 100% Nylon
Code Width Height RRP £
9963 512 150 cm 80 cm 28.95
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